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—

person
of Jesus Christ — may we be reminded anew of the humility, transcendenceand power associated with His
coming to us. The message “peace on earth” is much needed today, in our personal lives and throughout the
world. But the conditional antecedent “Glory to God” is startling in its expectations and demands upon us.
How good it is, therefore, to retrace our steps and discover and worship anew at the manger, the cross and
the empty tomb, and receive the resources to live for God's glory and be an agent for peace.
May your celebrations with family and friends in this Holiday Season be a time of joy and renewal.
To all who have been a part of the life and mission of Hope College this past year, / extend our gratitude
As we prepare

to

again celebrate

that

Event we

call the

Incarnation

God’s entry

into history in the

and thanks.
Gordon J. Van Wylen
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CAMPUS NOTES
The process of finding a successor for
Van

retiringHope President Gordon J.

Quote, Unquote is an eclectic sampling
of things being said at and about Hope.
“What’s so special about the natural
sciences at Hope?" This question has
often been asked and was formally
answered by a panel of four Hope College
professors at a weekly Holland Rotary
Club meeting

in

October.

“Historically students at Hope have
been experimentally-inclined, actionoriented people who have placed a high
value on serving mankind,” said Dr. Irwin
Brink, dean of the natural sciences.
“. . . . Plus we also can credit much of
our success to key faculty and administrative people who have guided and encouraged students, provided facilities, and
established contacts with the world of
science beyond Hope.”
“Undergraduate research involvement
is also a key to success at Hope,” stated
Dr. William Mungall, chairpersonand
professor of chemistry.“Research isn’t
just a frill or luxury, it’s an integral part
of a science educationhere.”
“Another advantage is having students
who are very dynamic and helpful,”
reiteratedDr. James Gentile, associate
professor of biology.
“Hope has been very fortunate in
receiving grant monies which enables us
to conduct worthwhileresearch,” said Dr.
James Van Putten, chairpersonand
professor of physics.
Some statistics presenteddisplay the
rigor and quality of the science program.

—

Hope is third in Michigan for
conferring bachelor of science degrees in
chemistry (374) over a ten year period.
The college is surpassedonly by the
University of Michigan and Wayne State
University.

—

Hope places 80 percent of its
who apply to medical school.

students

Ninety-sevenpercent of those who apply
with a 3.4 GPA or above have been
accepted over a five year period.

—

A recent study conducted by
Franklin and Marshall University shows
Hope is second in the nation among liberal
arts colleges whose chemistry majors go
on to achieve Ph.Ds. The first ranking
goes to Manhattan College, a liberalarts
school in New York, which is twice the
size of Hope.

— Over the last five years Hope has
produced the most physics majors in
Michigan, except for the University of
Michigan which, on the average, has only
beaten Hope by two or three students.
— Hope is one of two liberal arts
schools in the nation, of its size, who
owns a Van De Graaf accelerator, a 2.5
million volt accelerator used for research.

The other college is Swarthmore College
in Pennsylvania.

Wylen has begun with the appointmentof a
Presidential Search Committee by the
college’s Board of Trustees.
Dr. Van Wylen, who has served as the
college’s ninth president since 1972, plans
to retire at the end of the 986-87 academic
1

year.

The responsibilityof the nine-member
Presidential Search Committee will be to

recommend candidates

to the Board of

Trustees.

Appointed from the Board were Max
DePree of Zeeland, Mich., Mrs. Doris
De Y oung of Friesland , Wise , and the Rev
Jay Weener of Grand Rapids, Mich.
Representingthe faculty is Dr. James
Gentile, the Kenneth G. Herrick professor of
biology; Dr. Nancy Miller, dean of the social
sciences and professor of education; and Dr.
Dennis Voskuil, associate professor of
religion and chairperson of the department.
Chosen from the student body is Robert
Clifford, a sophomorefrom Auburn, Calif.
Selectedfrom the administrative staff is
John Greller, director of planned giving.
The alumni representative is Elmer
.

.

Hartgerink, a 1939 graduate of South

Haven,

Mich.

Donald ’55 and Eunice Schipper ’52
Northuis of Grand Haven, Mich, have been
voted recipients of the Hope College OutstandingParents Award.
They were honored during Parents
Weekend (Nov. 1-2) and all six children were
on hand for the occasion honoring their

ALL FOR HOPE: The Hope College OutstandingParents Award has been presented to
Donald and Eunice Northuis of Grand Haven, Mich. Members of the entire family have
Each of the Northuis children are either
been or are presently students at Hope. Family members include, seated from left to
present or former Hope students. They have
right, Jane '85 and Mike ’89; middle row, Dick 80, Donald ’55, and Eunice ’52; back
had at least one son or daughter on campus
row, Ann Knoll '78, Susan Liang ’76, and Mark ’82.
every year since 1972.
Their son Mike is a freshman. Alumni
Ml. news from
children include Susan Liang, a 1976
graduatefrom Maple Plains, Minn.; Ann
Volume 17, Now
December 1985
Knoll, a 1978 graduatefrom Grand- Haven;
Published for Alumni , Friends and Parents of Hope College by the Office of College
Dick, a 1980 graduatefrom Norton Shores,
Relations. Should you receive more than one copy, please pass it on to someone in
Mich.; Mark, a 1982 graduatefrom Maple
your community.An overlap of Hope College constituencies make duplication
Plains, Minn.; and Jane, a 1985 graduate
sometimes unavoidable.
from Grand Haven.
Editor: Thomas L. Renner ’67
All have been active in the college’s
Associate Editor: Eva Dean ’83 Folkert
intercollegiateathleticprogram.
Contributing Writers: Dong tfo/m ’86, Brian Breen ’89, Ann Lootens ’86, Eileen Verduin’70
The recipientsof this second annual award
Beyer
were chosen by Hope students who serve on
Design: Holland Litho Service,Inc.
the college’s Traditional Events Committee.
Contributing Photographers: Louis Schakel (pg.7), The White House (pg. 8), The Muskegon
The Hope College philosophy departChronicle (pg.9),CBS (pgs. 1 & 14)
Photo Staff: Dean Warren ‘88, Ken Whitcomb '85, Beth Kochin ’88
ment has been awarded a $2,000 grant by
the Franklin J . MatchetteFoundationof New
Official publication news from Hope College USPS 785-720 is publishedduring February,April,
York in support of a seminar on the thought
June, August, October and December by Hope College, 137 East 12th Street, Holland, Michigan
of Paul Tillich, celebrating the centenaryof
49423-3698.
his birth.
Second class postage paid at Holland, Michigan 49423 and additionalofficesof entry.
It is co-sponsored by the Society of
Postmaster: Send address changes to news from Hope College, Holland, MI
Christian Philosophersand the conference
49423-3698.
will be held on campus next June 9-11. Hope
Hope College Office of College Relations, DeWitt Center, Holland, MI 49423-3698.
philosophy professor Arthur Jentz is the
Thomas L. Renner ’67, Director of College Relations; Esther Cleason, Office Manager;
director of the seminar.
Eva Dean ’83 Folkert, AssociateDirector of College Relations; Mary hammers
parents.

'

A

HOPE COLLEGE

Kempker ’60,

Associate Director of College Relations; Vem

3

J.

Schipper’5

Alumni Affairs.
NOTICE OF NONDISCRIMINATION: Hope College is committedto

1

,

Associate

the concept of equal

Hope College admits students
any race, color, national and ethnic origin, sex, creed or handicap to all the rights, privileges,
program^ and activities generallyaccorded or made available to studentsat Hope College,
includingthe administrationof its educationalpolicies, admissions policies, scholarshipand
loan programs, and athletic and other school-administered
programs. With regard to employment,
the College complies with all legal requirements prohibitingdiscriminationin employment.

TWO

The Hope College education department
has been awarded

Director of College Relations for

a

grant from the

American

Association of College’s for Teacher Educa-

rights, equal opportunitiesand equal protectionunder the law.

tion under the coordination of professors Dr.

of

Karen Neufeld and Dr. Ronald Wolthuis.
Hope is one of 20 small colleges to receive
the $1,000 grant which will work toward
personnelpreparation for the educationof
handicappedchildren. Indoingso, aconsul-
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provide of fine arts from the University of Illinois
buy for education.
The report was based on a survey of
and has been at Hope since 1983.
members with an awareness of computer
The Women’s League of Hope College
technology which can be used for successful
has completed their Durfee renovation
integration and mainstreaming of handicapproject with a final payment of $47 ,000 and
ped students.
will soon start making improvements in
Neufeld has been with the Hope faculty
Dykstra Hall.
since 1984 and received her bachelor’s and
In the Nov. 25 edition of U.S. News and
master’s degrees from Kansas State UniverWorld Report, Hope College has been
sity. Her Ed.D. is from the University of
recognizedas one of the nation’s best
Kansas.
regional liberal arts colleges. It marks the
Wolthuis joined the Hope facultythis year
third time this year that Hope has been
and is a graduate of Calvin College. He holds
tant will be brought to

campus

to help

general educationstudents and faculty

his master’s and doctorate degrees from

included in a national publication as a best

Dr. Kathleen

Verduin

Dr. Merold Westphal

college presidents from four-year colleges
and universities,asking the officials to select
the top five

undergraduateschools from

a list

of similar institutions.

The presidentswere asked

to

consider the

institutions’strength of curriculum,quality
of teaching, relationshipbetween facultyand

students, and the overall learning atmosphere.
“I think this is a recognition of the quality

Hope College which has been present for
many years, and which has been enhanced
at

and strengthened over the past decade,” said
President

Gordon Van Wylen.

Western Michigan University.

The sophomore class was declared this
year’s winners of the 50th annual Nykerk

Cup

competition. The event was held in
conjunctionwith Parents Weekend on Nov.
2. For more on Nykerk, see pages 10-11.

A Digital VAX 11/750 computer has
been purchased for the Hope physic department with the help of a grant from the
NationalScience Foundation (NSF). The
computer package also includes a high
resolution Imagen 8/300 laser printer.
To be used in conjunction with three other
VAX computers on campus, the physics
department computer will be used primarily
for research and teaching.
According to an NSF official, this is a
significantgrant for Hope because the
number of undergraduateinstitutions receiving such a grant are few.
Dr. Merold Westphal, professor of
philosophy and chairman of the department,
delivered the 1985 Belgum Lecturesat St.
Olaf College in Northfield, Minn.
The lectures were entitled, “The Religious
Uses of Modem Atheism.” In them Westphal
argued that the critique of religion found in
militant atheist leaders should be taken
seriously from a religiouspoint of view and
used to assist in purifying faith from self-de-

MIRROR MENTOR:

ception and idolatry.

Julianna

These lectureswere the seventh in a series
sponsored by the philosophy department at
St. Olaf. They are endowed by the parents
of Eunice Belgum, an alumna of St. Olaf.

Hope Dances with Accreditation

Dr. Kathleen Verduin, associate
professor of English, had her essay,
“Medievalism and the Mind of Emerson,”
accepted in a book of essays on medievalism
in America. The book will be publishedby
SUNY at Binghamton, N.Y.
Also, another essay, “Sex, Nature, and
Dualism in Updike’s The Witches of
Eastwick, " has been accepted for publication
in

Modern Language Quartely.

Verduin serves as associate editor for
Studies in Medievalism.

Mary

Linda Graham, assistant
won the Monticello
Fellowship for Young Choreographers
Award through the National Association of
Regional Ballet (NARB).
The Monticelloaward is given to a
promising young female choreographer
whose work is consideredartistically
meritorious. Graham was awarded the honor
for a work she had choreographed at the
Dayton Contemporary Dance Company in
Ohio.
professor of dance, has

She was also selected to attend the

NARB

Room

of

Assistant dance professor, Linda Graham (seated left), directs her "West Side Story" dance students in the
Durfee Hall. All Hope dance courses are now accredited by the National Association of Schools of Dance (NASD).

The academic major in danse offered by

Hope College,the most

recent addition to

the list of 37 major fields of study

,

has been

accredited by the NationalAssociationof

Schools of Dance (NASD).
Hope becomes the only Michigan college
or universityto be accredited and one of only
three small liberal arts colleges in the entire

nation to receive the

NASD’s

The
New York and
approval.

others are Barnard College of

St. Olaf College of Minnesota.

Since 1975, Hope has offered a minor
concentration of study in dance and a

composite major with theatre, a combination
of study between the two departments. Now
with accreditation from NASD, a dance
student can either major in

a

bachelor of arts

degree program designed to provide pre-professional training for study in performance,
choreography,dance-related careers and
graduateschool or concentrate on a degree
program which prepares the student to teach
dance on the kindergarten through 12th grade
level. While Hope’s main emphasis will be
on the bachelor of arts dance degree, the
dance educationmajor is offered as another

Craft of Choreography Conference during

alternative.

summer where she was honored as
one of only four of the 30 choreographers
present to be included in a booklet entitled
’’Gleenings." The booklet includes those
performers who are voted viable and market-

“Our ultimate goal is to develop a wellrounded dancer,"said Maxine DeBruyn,
chairperson of the dance department.

able.

the right choice. At Hope,

this past

Graham holds her

bachelor's and master’s

“Some

schools specialize in particulardance forms
and

let

their students decide later if that

we want

was

to

give

our dance students a chance to experience all
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dance forms and be guided to chose one to therapy, labanotation,analysis,critique, and
excel in while having one or two others as
technical styles in modem, jazz, and ballet.
back-up.”
“We'll be bringing in several people from
The program’s curriculumdisplays the
New York City who can supplement the
diversity DeBruyn speaks of. Besides
courses being taught,” stated DeBruyn.
offering many courses in dance technique, a
“This will constantly expose our students to
dance student will also pursue the staging
the professional level so we’ll always be in
the forefront of what’s new in dance.”
and technological aspects of dance such as
make-up, lighting, costume design, and
According to DeBruyn, a thorough
anatomicalkinesiology.
self-study of Hope as a total institution, for
Off-campus dance exposureis also offered the NASD, began in the spring of 1980 to
through the Great Lakes Colleges Association clarifyand define the existence of a dance
department at the college. Last year the
(GLCA) New York Arts Program. This
program places Hope students in areas of
campus was visited by NASD representatives
employment and study with professional
who evaluatedfacilities, staff, and curriculum to confirm and adjust comments
companies of their interest.
Two studios in the Dow Health and
made in the report.
Education Center and the renovation of the
The NASD is recognizedby the U.S.
Dept, of Education as the accreditingagency
Juliana Room in Durfee Hall provide rehearsal room of excellent quality. The annual
responsible for institutions offering education
programs in dance. It develops a closer
dance concert held in the DeWitt Theatre
relationship among accredited schools for
gives the Hope dance student a local chance
to perform.
examining and improving practices and
professional standards in dance education
Currently, the dance department staff
and training.
consist of two full-timeprofessors, DeBruyn
A letter from NASD solidly confirmed
and assistant professor Linda-Graham, and a
part-time assistant,Ken Tepper. However, Hope’s accreditationin October although the
dance departmenthad already been contacted
with the assistanceof the Dorothy Wiley De
in September and has offered a dance major
Long endowed chair of dance, a sound
since the fall of 1984. Hope will be
financial base has been established for
program personnel expansion. This endowed reevaluated during the 1990-91 academic
chair will allow the college to bring several year.
visitingprofessional dancers and professors
to campus to teach courses in areas such as

THREE

EVENTS
ACADEMIC CALENDAR
Spring Semester
Jan 5 Residence Halls Open, Noon
Jan. 6 Late Registration, 2-4 p.m.
Jan. 7 Classes Begin, 8 a.m.
Feb. 14 Winter Recess Begins, 6 p.m.
Feb. 19 Winter Recess Ends, 8 a.m.

Mar. 6 Critical Issues Symposium (classes not in session)
Mar. 21 Spring Recess Begins, 6 p.m.
Apr. 1 Residence Halls Open, Noon
Apr. 1 Spring Recess Ends, 8 a.m.
Apr. 4 Good Friday:Classes dismissed at 12:30 p.m.
Apr. 25 May Day: Classes Dismissed at 12:30 p.m.
Apr. 28-May 2 Semester Examiniations
May 3 Alumni Day

May 4 Baccalaureateand Commencement
May Term (1986) May 5-23
June Term (1986) May 27-June 13
Summer Session )1986) June 16-July 25

ADMISSIONS
For details contact the AdmissionOffice, Hope College,
Holland, Mich., 49423, (616) 392-5111, est. 2200.
VisitationDays
For prospectiveHope students, including transfers, high school

juniorsand seniors. Visitations are intended to show students
and their parents a typical day in the life of a Hope student.
Ample opportunitiesto meet students, faculty and staff.
Jan. 17, 1986
Feb. 7, 1986
March 7, 1986
April 11, 1986
Chicago/Detroit Area Bus Trips - Feb. 6-8
Chicago and Detroit area high school seniorsand juniors will
have an opportunityto visity campus and experience college
life. $30.00 includes round trip transportation, housing with a
current Hope student, meals, activity pass and entertainment.

Alumi Regional Gatherings
Wooster, Ohio; Friday, Dec. 27 followingthe opening
basketballgame of the Wooster Invitational.
Los Angeles, Calif.; Friday,Jan. 3, following the opening
game of the WhittierCollege Invitational.
Clearwater, Fla.; Tuesday, Feb. 11, noon luncheon
Clearwater Community Reformed Church.
Sarasota/Bradenton, Fla.; Wednesday, Feb. 12, noon
luncheon Bayshore Gardens Reformed Chruch.
Fort Meyers, Fla.; Friday, Feb. 14, noon luncheon Ramada
Hotel - Airport.
basketball

Monday, Feb. 3, Guest Recital: Philip Gehring, Organistand
Betty Gehring, violinist;Dimnent Chapel, 8 p.m.
Thursday, Feb. 6, Tribute To Bach, Great Performance
Series: Vocal and instrumentalconcert by New York’s Bach
Aria Group; Dimnent Chapel, 8 p.m.
Friday, Feb. 7, Junior Recital: Lori Canfield, cellist, Wichers

TRADITIONAL EVENTS

Tuesday, Feb.

CriticalIssues Symposium, Thursday, March 6
Guest authorities exploreissues related to the theme of Central
America. Classes not in session.

Kletz, 8 p.m.

SPECIAL EVENTS
Women’s Week, Jan. 27-Feb.

1

Model United Nations, March

13-14, for high school students.

1, Hope Theatre presents
“The Fantasticks,”a sentimentalmusical by Tom Jones and
Harvey Schmidt; 8 p.m. in the DeWitt Theatre.

HOPE COLLEGE GREAT PERFORMANCE SERIES:
616-394-6996
Great Performance Series

Wednesday, Jan. 29

—

adults

$7, senior citizens $6, students$3.

College RelationsOffice,DeWitt Center, 2nd floor. Ticketsat the door
availability.

Adults $5

THEATRE DEPARTMENT:
,

senior citizens

616-392-1449

$4, students$3 . Tickets available two weeks

prior to performance. Ticket office located in DeWitt Center foyer;
hours, 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Sanford Schwartz Visiting Associate Professorof English;
“Reshaping Literary Theory: The Old New Criticism and the
New,” 3:15 p.m. — Lubbersloft.
Thursday, Feb. 20
William Cohen AssistantProfessor of Religion;

CHRISTMAS VESPERS ON THE AIR

“Controversy in PrimitiveChristianity: Paul’s Polemic and
the Jerusalem Apostles,” 6:45 p.m. — Otte Room.

the

SCIENCES
Biology Seminars,Fridays, 2:30 p.m., Peale 050
Seminars on a variety of topics are presented by visiting pro
fessionals. For details contact the biology
Department, (616) 392-5111, ext. 3212.

Gallery

DEPREE GALLERY EXHIBITIONS
Jan. 17-Feb. 10, “Shipibo Collection,”an
exhibition of ceramic ware from a Peruvian tribe.
Feb. 15-March 15, "World War I Posters,” an
exhibitionof approximately 30 vintage
I
postersfrom the personal collection of Hope
senior David Hilpp.
Gallery hours: Monday through Saturday, 10
a.m. to 9 p.m., Sunday 1 p.m. to9p.m. Gallery
talks can be scheduled by calling 392-5
, ext
3170. Admissionis free.

WW

IWJOVTYOU
U.S.ARNY

NEAREST RECRUITING STATION

FOUR

**Feb. 21, 22, 26, 27, 28, March

HOPE

HUMANITIES COLLOQUIUMS

_lll Center &

posters will be on display Feb

13, StudentRecital: Dimnent Chapel, 7 p.m.
Saturday, Feb. 22, Senior Recital: Beth Lefever, soprano,
Wichers Auditorium, 8 p.m.
Sunday, Feb. 23, Faculty Chamber Music Concert: Wichers
Auditorium, 4 p.m.

upon

DePree Art

l

Thursday,Feb.

THEATRE

1

Research reports and advanced topic presentations by visiting scientists,faculty and students.
For details, contact the Department of
Mathematics, (616) 392-5111, ext. 3001.

through March 15 in the DePree Center Art Gallery.

Hope College Jazz Ensemble: DeWitt

Theatre;2:30 p.m. workshop; in Wichers Auditorium.
Thursday, Jan. 30, Meyer Lecturer Lisa Sergio, 1 a.m. in
Cook Auditorium, DePree Center.
Saturday, Feb. 1, “Woman’s Word,”aone-woman theatrical
productionby Nancy Brooks, who portrays historicalwomen;
8 p.m. in the DeWitt Theatre.
For more informationcontactFonda Green, (616) 392-5111,
ext. 2110.

MathematicsDepartment Seminars, normally
Tuesdays, 3 p.m. Vander Werf Hall

A collectionof vintage World War

11,

Friday, Feb. 28, Hope College Orchestra Concert: Dimnent
Chapel, 8 p.m.

Chemistry Department Seminars,Friday afternoons
Research seminars by academic and industrial
scientists. For details, contact the Chemistry
Department, (616) 392-5111, ext. 3212.

FOR

Auditorium, 8 p.m.

Tuesday, Jan. 28, Keynote Speaker Jane Byrne (former
Chicago mayor), 11 a.m. keynote address in the DeWitt

ALUMNI & FRIENDS
Hope College Village Square, Friday, June 27, 7 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Hand-crafted items, food and entertainmentavailable at this
annual campus-widebazaar.

Saturday, Jan. 25, Recital: Marjorie Blood, pianist and
Susannah Kist, Soprano; Wichers Auditorium, 4 p.m.
Sunday, Jan. 26, Faculty Chamber Music Concert: Wichers
Auditorium, 4 p.m.

1

1

1

.

MUSIC
Sunday, Jan. 12, Faculty Recital: Charles
Gray, violinist and Anthony Kooiker, pianist;

.

15

Wichers Auditorium, 4 p.m.
Thursday, Jan. 16, Student Recital: Wichers
Auditorium. 7 p.m.
*Fri. & Sat., Jan 17-18, Jazzdance,Great
Performance Series: The Danny BuraczeskiDance
Company of New York City; DeWitt Center, 8 p.m.

More than 70 radio stations have indicated they will rebroadcast
985 Christmas Vespers Service during the holiday season.
Contact the station of your area for the day and time.
1

CONNECTICUT
Middletown— WIHS
GEORGIA
Toccoa Falls — WRAP
ILLINOIS

— WIBI
Chicago — WMBI
Effingham — WBEG
Elmhurst — WKDC
Carlinville

INDIANA
Covington —
Evansville—

WFOF
WVHI
Fort Wayne — WBCL
Paoli — WUME-FM
Paoli — WWWJ-AM
South Bend — WHME
IOWA
Cedar Rapids — KTOF
Clinton — KSAY
DesMoines — KDMI
Mason City — KCMR
Sioux Center — KDCR
Sioux Center — KVDB
Sioux City — KTFC
Waterloo — KNWS
MICHIGAN
Alma — WFYC
Bay City — WBCM
Bay City — WXOX
Benton Harbor — WHFB
Berrien Springs — WAUS
Bloomfield Hills — WBFH
Charlotte— WGWY
Detroit — WDTR
Detroit — WJR
Detroit — WQBH
Elsie — WOES
Escanaba — WBDN
Escanaba — WGLQ
Frankfort— WBNZ
Fremont — WMIV
Gaylord — WPHN
Gaylord — WZXM
Grand Rapids — WCSG
Grand Rapids — WFUR
Grayling — WQON

WKKM

Harrison —
Hart — WCXT
Holland —
Holland — WJQ

WHTC

Houghton Lake — WJGS
Mountain— WJNR

Iron

Ironwood —
Ironwood —
Ironwood —
Ironwood —
Jackson —

WHRY-AM
WUPM-FM
WJMS-AM
WIMI-FM

WXCM

Kalamazoo —

WKPR

WMPC
WKLA

Lapeer —
Ludington —
Manistique — WTIQ
Marine City —
Marshall — WELL

WSMA

Menominee

— WAGN
WUGN

Midland —
Mt. Clemens —

Muskegon —
Muskegon —
Port Huron —
Port Huron —

WBRB

WQWQ
WKJR

WORW
WPHM

— WMKC-FM
St. Ignace — WIDG-AM
South Haven — WCSY
Spring Arbor — KTGG-AM
St. Ignace

— WSAE-FM
WDBI
Traverse City — WLJN
Spring Arbor

Tawas City —

Zeeland — WZND
MINNESOTA
Blue Earth — KJLY
NEW JERSEY
Pompton Lakes — WKER
Rio Grande — WSJL
NEW YORK
Bayshore — WLIX
Syracuse — WMHR
OHIO
Canton — WTOF
Dayton — WFCJ
Elyria — WZLE

WISCONSIN
Sheboygan —

WKTS
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What’s

Buildings have a tendency to be

named

prominent people. Descriptive names
have given way to surnames. Brick and
mortar are no longer slabs of stone without
identity. In christening a new structure,there
is no better way for an institution to express
its respect and gratitudeto a person who has
meant so much than by making a building
their namesake.
At Hope, there are 8 major buildings and
complexes bestowed with “people” nomenclature. The last descriptivebuilding name to
go by the wayside was the Physics-Math
Buildingin 1982 when it was renamed
VanderWerfHall, after a former president.
The presidents’ home isn’t really a
after

1

Durfee Hall:

Originally a

dormitory, Durfee now

women's

men’s dorm and
new computer center. It was named in honor
of Winifred Durfee in 1950, a long-time dean
of

women

is a

at the college.

Dykstra Hall: This women’s dormitory
was named for Dr. and Mrs. John A.
Dykstra, who served the Central Reformed
Church in Grand Rapids, Mich, for many
years. Central Church was the primary donor
for

its

construction in the 1967.

Gilmore Hall: Also a women’s dorm,
Gilmore was built in 1963 and named for
Christine Van Raalte Gilmore, the first

woman

principal.

Graves Hall: Built

home of the
served as
it’s been known

building that is called just “the
president” either. Of course

Names?

in the

in

1

894, Graves first

the college’s library,but

now

houses the foreign language departments,
as the Van Wylen house, Lubbers’ home, or
offices, and classrooms.It was named in
Dimnent’s residence.
honor of Nathan F. Graves, its primary donor
And students no longer say that they’re
just going to the gym or the lab. They express and Reformed Church layman.
their location by citing that “I’ll be at Dow
Kollen Hall: This co-ed dormitory was
or I’m going to Peale.”
named for Dr. G j. Kollen, the fourth
With the naming of the new library for the
president of Hope College.It was built in
Van Wylens, this would seem to be an
1956.
appropriate time to explain some of the major
Lubbers Hall: First built in 1942 as a
building names on campus, since, though
science building, it was renovated and
they’re not obscure, perhaps they are unrenamed in 1974 for Dr. Irwin J. Lubbers,
familiar.
Hope’s seventh president. It is now the
headquartersfor the social science and
humanitiesdepartments,plus contains
several classrooms.

Bricks and mortar
are no longer slabs
of stone without identity.

Buys Athletic Fields: This sports
complex, composed of the running track,
baseball, field hockey, soccer and football
practice fields plus the college’s intramural

program, was named in honor of alumnus
and former college trustee, Ekdal . Buys. It
was dedicatedin 1983.
J

Nykerk Hall

of

this building is the

Music: Built in 1956,
home to practice rooms,

It is named for John B. Nykerk,
former professor and dean of men who
developed Hope’s early music program. In
1970 the facility was more than doubled in
size with the Wynand Wichers auditorium
addition, named in honor of Hope’s sixth

auditoriums.

president.

Phelps Hall: This dining hall and co-ed
in honor of Rev. Phillip
Phelps, Jr., Hope’s first president, in 1960.

dorm was named

Hall: Home to the math
and physics departments,VanderWerf Hall
DePree Art Center and Gallery: This was rededicated in 1982 for Calvin A.
center is named for Hugh DePree, chairman
VanderWerf, Hope’s eighth president. It was
ofthe Board of Trustees from 1966 to 1978.
constructed in 1963.
It contains studios for painting, drawing,
Van Raalte Commons: When Van
printmaking,silkscreen/lithography,photoRaalte Hall was destroyedby fire in 1980,
graphy, ceramics, and sculpture.This former
the grassy area and pedestrian walkway
furniture factory was dedicatedin 1982.
constructed in its place took the name of Rev.
DeWitt Student and Cultural
Albertus Van Raalte, Hope’s founder.

Center: A

facility for students, administra-

tion, and theatre, this building was

named

Happy

Home

to be

record and music libraries, classrooms,and

VanderWerf

V an Vleck Hall: The oldest building on

campus constructed in 1857, this women’s
for alumni brothers Dick and Jack DeWitt,
dormitory is an officialState of Michigan
its principal donors. Built in 1971, it was
historic site. It was named for the Rev. John
expanded and remodeled in 1983.
Van Vleck, first principal of the academy
Dimnent Memorial Chapel: Origi- which preceded Hope College.It was first
nally named the Memorial Chapel in honor used as the President’s home and as classof all who had supported Hope’s growth, this
rooms.
awesome stone structure was renamed in
Van Zoeren Library: Named for
1959 for Dr. Edward D. Dimnent, Hope’s
alumnus Dr. G. John Van Zoeren, the library
fifth president. Dimnent was responsible for
was built in 1961. It will be converted into
its construction in 1929.
academic departmentsand a larger archival
Dow Health and Physical Education office with the construction of the Van Wylen
Center: Hope’s major athleticfacility was library.
named after its primary donors, the Herbert Voorhees Hall: Completed in 1907 and
H. and Grace A. Dow Foundation.This
renovatedin 1980, this hall houses upfacility houses dance studios, a fully-equipperclassmen and women. The building is
ped conditioning room, three full-size
named in honor of Ralph and Elizabeth
basketball courts, six racquetballcourts, and
Voorhees, supportive donors in Hope’s early
a swimming pool and diving area. It was
history.

This holiday season will truly be a

homecoming for President Gordon Van
Wylen and his family. There is no place
like home for the holidays, and for this
yuletide season, the Van Wylens will
finallyhave their’s back.

provements have been made but no major
rebuilding had taken place.

“Many

of the systems in the house, like

the electricalwiring, plumbing, heating,
and windows, needed to be replaced oral

The renovation of the 100-year presidential house will be completed in
mid-December, a project that gives the
deteriorating home a complete facelift.
During the time of its cosmetic surgery
the Van Wylens had to pack up and move
twice since May. Living in Kuipers
Cottage on Tenth Street for most of the
summer, the presidential couple made
way for incoming students in August and
picked up again to reside in Yonkman
Cottage,almost next door. Two or three
times a week the president, or Margaret
Van Wylen, would stop by their gutted

renovated,”stated President Van
Wylen.
There was a great need to make the
house more energy efficientalso by
installingnew windows and adding
insulation said Van Wylen. It was the
college’s goal to renovatethe house
before the next president was found,
“giving the new person one less thing to
worry about” Van Wylen added.
The kitchen also was extensively
remodeled to accommodateentertaining
through the college food service. An
additional 250 square feet were added to
the rear of the home for a family dining

home

area.

least

,

A

to “inspect” its progress.

focal point for

many years as

a

place

were the public meets the college commu-

home has hosted
many prominent people in the nation,
nity, the presidents’

as

well as thousands of students, parents,

and alumni. It has truly been an integral
part of
In

Hope

its

College.

early history, the president's

home was a private residence. He and his
family were entirely responsible for
furnishing and decorating the house plus
funding its upkeep. However in recent
times, the college has supported its
sustenanceand this year most of the
renovationwas paid for through donations.

The last time this stately home received
renewing plaster and paint was during
Irwin Lubbers’ presidencyin the early
50’s. Since then a few subsequent im-

“We’ve always kept

in mind that this
‘home’ as well as a facility of the
college,” said Dorothy Vermeulen, the
interiordecorator. “Our aim was to have
the house look warm and comfortable
while still being practical and useful."
Vermeulen, along with a House Committee consisting of Pat Cook, Connie
Boersma ’49, and Geraldine Dykhuizen
'26, directed the interiorrenewal from
plants to pillows to linens to lamps,
planningthe project since last January.
The house will have a Victorian appeal
and much of the original woodwork was
is a

retained.

The Van Wylens hope

to be settled in

well before Christmas and are planning

open houses

for the college communityin

January.

built in 1978.
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Campus Chaplain

Own Guides

Letting Students Be Their
by Eva D. Folkert
“Bless this mess,” the sign reads in perfect
view as

a

apology and explanation for

sort of

the activity that revolves in and out of his

Great
American Paper Glut and the owner plainly
admits that if a single sheet were displaced
or removed by a foreigner, it would ruin his
office. His desk is definitelypart of the

entire “filing”system. (He really does

where everything

know

The bulletin boards are
a collage of cartoons, obviously of the
religious order, and photos, picturing
students of past and present. Walls of
bookshelves,however, display a neat
arrangement,for every pastor must know
where to find that specificbook on Acts. At
least some things remain sacred.
ChaplainGerard Van Heest presides over
this, well, collegiate den, and it is through
is.)

his guidance, not necessarily leadership, that

a variety of Christian activities occur on

Hope’s campus.
Besides devoting most of his day to
counseling and administrative work (just sign
his door for an empty slot, the list goes up
every Friday), Van Heest provides the check
and balance for

a

student organization called

the Ministryof Christ’s People

(MOCP).

A PAPER DESK:

Chaplain Gerard Van Heest
desks." (So says his coffee cup.)

group of students work with the chaplain
(“not/or me, I’m just a resource person”) in

travel to the destination on their

providing opportunities for Christian service,

to

personal growth, and worship.

“My work

is

basically behind the scenes,”

says Van Heest, as he casually flops his legs
over the arm of his chair in

a

casual demeanor

any student would feel comfortablewith.
“The thing I feel strongest about, in terms of

my

contribution from this office,is believing

students are adult leaders.I feel good about
that. I think my role is to be a facilitator for

students to grow in faith and have the ability

what their faith can lead them to do.”
The MOCP offers a wide variety of
involvement for the Christian student, as a
leader or participant.Each activity, (there are
12 of them), has a chaplain’s office liaison
who reports back to Van Heest on the
progress of the group. Keep in mind though,
to see

them

to find

utilized.

And

how

it’s

is

own. It’sup

their services can be best

up to them whether to spend

any time sightseeing. If the the chaplain were
there, Van Heest insists,

SIX.

For four years now, Van Heest has been
working with assistantchaplains who enter
the position on a one-year contract. The
chaplain hopes this is something that will
change in the near future,finding an ordained
minister who can stay for a longer term

Campus

Life Committee, ReligiousLife
Committee and is heading the establishment
of a sexual harassment policy on campus.
“Jerry has a unique way of knowing where
people are coming from, especially stu-

it would leave no
would only be looked
to for directive guidance.
Other activitiesalso form from Van
Heesf s office as they are needed. A women’s
issue group began during the time of the
equal rights awakening. A peace group also
formed when draft registrationwent into a
affect a few years ago. It would be hard to

instead.

students.

“Each year’s person is different.They
bring their own interestand skill to the
position. So they get compared to last year’s
assistant pretty easily by the students. Right
now there really is no continuity to the
assistant pastor program. I’d like to see

information and attitudes, from students, he

say the the chaplain’s office doesn’t meet the

someone stay

room

for initiative.'He

needs of every student.
But MOCP, for all its diversity, has
limited funding. It is totally dependant on the
offerings of Student Church, not always a
rich mine; not because students don’t want
they are all student-led activities.
to give — they obviously do since they’ve
Groups like the Fellowship of Christian
kept MOCP going for so long — they simply
Athletes (FCA), Fellowship of Christian
don't have that much to give. It’s easy to
Students(FCS), IntervarsityChristian
imagine a student’s budget. Parents’
Fellowship,and the Union of Catholic
Weekend and Homecoming are bright spots
Students (UCS) are all led in bible study, and
in the MOCP budget.
prayer by students.
Van Heest works under one other limitaAn inter-semester mission program sends tion too; he deals with a congregationthat is
10 to 15 students to another area in the
here and gone in a four year period. He says
country to provide mission work between the
he’s lucky if he gets the same MOCP student
fall and spring semesters. Recent programs
for two years in-a-row. But the excitement
have includedVoice of Calvary, Jackson,
of new students with new talents outweighs
the disadvantages.“If this were like a
Miss.; an inner city church in Jersey City,
N. J. and Habitat for Humanity in Chicago,
generational church with all this transfer of
111.
membership, it would be areal problem. But
This year however, the mission work will
here, we obviously expect the turnaround.”
be a intra-semester program during spring
Brokering summer jobs for students is also
break. The time allotted for this year’s
part of Van Heest’s work as he tries to help
Christmasbreak doesn’t allow much time for place young people at church conference
the students to travel and do their work.
centers, camp grounds, and overseas to teach
“The students have a considerable amount English in Christian schools in places like
of time off before Christmasthis year,” says
Taiwan and Japan.
Van Heest. “So we’ll just offer them an
With all these activities,it is easy to see
alternativeto the Fort Lauderdalemigration.
why his desk is in its present state. He is
Maybe we’ll have to find something down helped though by his assistant chaplain, Rich
South though so they can still get a tan.”
Burrell ’83. It’s Burrell’s job to take some
Even with this project. Van Heest leaves of the weight off of Van Heest’s desk and
the leadership to the students. The students place it on his own.
;

very comfortablein his "personalized"office knowing that "great minds have messy

for at least a three year term.

That would free me up to do other things on

campus.”
Van Heest also gets a little more help from
two Western Seminary students who work
five to seven hours a week on concurring
assignments.They help preach and are
involved in some of the other campus
activities.

“Each year though , I always try to have a
seminary student involved here,”
insists Van Heest. “I want the campus
community to know we believe in women in
the ministry; I want other women who are
thinking of going into the ministry to see a
role model; I want people to know we don’t
differentiatehere; and I want men to see a
woman at the pulpit and feel comfortable
with having a woman lead worship.’”

woman

After over 20 years as

a

parish minister in

New York (Empire State born and bred). Van
Heest saw working for Hope as a good
opportunity to “make

change in my life at
kind of a nice time to make a little change."
So he returned in 1979. He is a ’49 Hope
grad and holds his master’s of divinityfrom
Western Theological,graduatingin 1952.
An avid footballfan, the youthful-minded
chaplain spent several Friday evenings
during the football season with the team in
a time of fellowship and devotion.He also
serves as the Arcadian faculty advisor (he
was one of the originators of that fraternity
back in the 40’s) and chairman for the
a

dents,” says Burrell.

He

“He

learns from

realizes there is always

more

needs to know.

I would give anything to have
knowledge and wisdom he has. But
his attitude is such a humble one that he still
feels it’s necessaryto leam from those who
are younger than him . . . . He’s an inspirator
and he has a really neat ability to make people
feel like they have tremendous worth.”
Van Heest feels he represents the Church
on campus. In his role as chaplain he acts as
a counselor, friend, father, and a substitute
for the “home pastor.” Students call him what
they eventually feel comfortablewith
Jerry, Mr. Van Heest, Chaplain, Reverend,
even Father.
“I like the approach Hope has toward being
a Christian college,” Van Heest says with a
telling smile and convicteddiscernment.
“We don’t legislateanything and we don’t
check to see if a person is Christian or make
them sign any lifestyle pledge when they
begin at Hope. What we have here are deeply
committed Christians at all kinds of stages
in their growth. Students are responsible for
themselves and yet they can still find the
people they need to be supportive. Hope
allows students to grow muscles for their

all the

—

faith.”

Van Heest

tries to attend as

many student

become more
body. He likes to be

functions as possible, and
visible to the student

campus and meet students who
wouldn’t normally see him for one reason or
another. But he’s finding less time to pursue
those adventuresthese days.
“I like to be with people and study and
out on

preach and teach. I don’t like the administrative stuff, especially paper work.”
If

only his desk knew.
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Profile

East Meets

West

The history of Hope’s roots began in the
how “easterners" have

East. Images of
influenced this

midwestem liberal

arts

institutionconvey ideas of diversity and
distinction,not to mention differences in
vocal accents and vocabulary. The variety of
backgrounds and experiencesbrought by
those from “the East” adds to Hope’s
assortment of people. In return Hope contributes toward enriching their characteristics
by
offering some midwestem qualities to them
Dr. Victor Eimicke is just that for Hope
College.He lends his eastern diversity and
distinctionto leadership as chairman of the
Board of Trustees. And Hope extends its
midwestem ideals to him. The impact of both
realms learn from each'Other.
He is a sophisticated man, but not to the
point of snobbery for he talks freely to all
who approach him for either a quick hello or
indepth discussion. His handshake is as
sound as his stately-style words, both spoken
and shook in a very deliberatefashion. And
he runs the Board meetings the same way,
no waste of time delving into his smooth
.

operation.

He

is a

man

of

commitment for Hope,

faithful to its vision and

hard-workingtoward

goals. The Maxine and Victor W. Eimicke

its

Scholarship was initiated in

1

979 to provide

scholarship assistance to deserving students.

He

shown his dedication
man who never had any

has continually

despite being a

formal connection with Hope until

a

"I love to talk about

decade

ago.

member

of the Bronxville

is

Reformed

Church, the fourth largest Reformed congregation in America. His three degrees are from
New York University in business and
industrialpsychology.
Eimicke’s first contact with Hope was
because of its Reformed affiliation, but his
first visit to campus was because of his
daughter who, in 975 , was seeking a good
1

college education.

He and
on

a

come

to

Hope

Hope

to others. And I think the more people hear, the

more

they

out of their love for a good education, not necessarily just because

of our church affiliation.”

Eimicke is from Bronxville, N.Y., a
northerly suburb of New York City, and
a

will

his daughter, Laura, visited

suggestion by

Norman Vincent

Hope

and Ruth

Peale, friends of the family and long-time
supporters of the college. Laura was interestedin pursuing

a

career in dance and the

or talking to Gordon on the phone. When I
a tie between its two top officials. Each
speaks of the other with sincere respect and read the (N Y ) Times or Wall Street Journal,
.

kind appreciation.

I’m on the lookout, for there’salways things

“He really understandsthe role of the
chairman and fulfillsit well,” says President
Van Wylen. “If I need to discuss a problem
with him, he’s always available. Victor
knows who he is as a thoughtful, mature
Christian. His natural gifts and abilities,
coupled with the Christian faith, make him
a remarkable person.”
“We have been very blessed for the past
13 years with Gordon here,” Eimicke
expounds. “I think we have an awesome task
ahead of us during the next year-and-a-half

that might affect Hope in one

with the presidential search; not to find

Peales suggested investigating Hope’s

someone who

then-fledgling dance program.

find

is

exactly like Gordon, but to

someone who can

give

Hope

the

same

way

or

another.”
For The

$2 million
Campaign for Hope

duties,

Eimicke accepted another leadership role as
chairman of the Trustee Fund Committee.
The trustees were challengedto raise the
largest amount of monies, eight million
dollars. They’ve already surpassed that goal,
topping $10 million.
The magnitude and success of The Campaign for Hope is an exciting thing to look
upon, watching its growth from 20 people
who served on the Steering Committee to
several hundred volunteers throughoutthe
country before the

Campaign is over.

impressive quality leadership that Gordon has given.” Eimicke states that just as importantas
reaching the goal is the fact that so many
one on their college-seeking trek . For a father
Eimicke is a volunteer-aholic , involved in
who had began his career as a professor at
several church and community organizations. people are involved and made aware of what
Hope is all about. The enthusiasm over the
NYU, it is a memory that stands out like
He is the president of Layman's National
entire spectrumof the Campaign has people
Bible Committee, a group whose objective
yesterday.
excited and interestedto get the word out
“I remember we were greeted by President
is to get people to read the Bible and sponsor
Van Wylen and Hugh DePree (then chairman National Bible Week,. He is also the president about Hope, he says.
For now though Eimicke happily exclaims
of the Board of Trustees). We had some nice
of the Community Fund of Bronxville, a
chats together and then we took a tour around
member of the Foundation for the Interna- that he has no worries about the college’s
enrollmentdespite the national trend of the
the campus. Afterwards we went to the
tional Christian University of Japan , an elder
declining number of college-boundstudents.
president’s home and Margaret Van Wylen
and active Sunday School parishioner at
made some nice lemonade and we sat on the
Bronxville Reformed, a patron and member Hope has always attracted quality students
searching for a good education and there’s a
veranda;it was an extremely hot day.
of the Council of the MetropolitanOpera,
Laura didn’t end up at Hope (“for some
and a member of the advisoryboard of the lot of those kinds of kids still out there, he
very real reasons of needing an extensive
American Landmark Festivals.
states.
“I think we’re doing something here which
dance program and off-campus studio
In the meantime, he works as the president
ofV.W. Eimicke Associates, a world-leading is not being done any place else. I believe
opportunities”), but her father did. In 1976
we give a liberalsarts educationthat is
Eimicke entered as a member of the Board
publisher of business forms which he
The Eimicke’sfirst

and two years

visit was an

over the chairman- founded. The demands of his schedule cause
him to be an early-riserand lunch-skipper.
ship, directing the trusteesfor the past eight
Of all his volunteer endeavors though,
years.
The bond of East and West has been a
Eimicke finds his Board duties to be the most
demanding. “I’m thinking about Hope
good one. It is importantthat there be a
everyday, as well as in my prayers. I’m
positive relationship between the chairman
always receiving communications in the mail
of the Board and president. Hope had such
later took
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$4 million

.

excellent within a Christian context.
influences everything that

is

And

WATCH
Campaign Goal: $26 million
Raised to date: $21.5 million

The Campaign

for

Hope

is

a

three-year,$26 million fundraising effort to strengthen vital

areas throughout the College.

Watch the giving grow!

^ _ The

.

it

being done here

from math to English. I believe there is a
tremendous amount of people in this country
who are interested in Hope’s approach to
higher education.

CAMPAIGN

oaS

for

Hope

RESOURCES FOR THE CHALLENGE OF

TOMORROW

And we welcome them

with open arms.”

SEVEN

O Christmas

tree

Koop

Spirit
Extends to

White House
Last December,

Hope College

graduate Harvey Koop had the opportu-

do something nice for President
Ronald Reagan and become somewhat
of a celebrityat the same time. Harvey
never actuallygot a chance to meet the
Reagans for his friendly gesture but one
nity to

of his

Christmas trees was very close to

the presidentialcouple.

From his nursery in Hamilton, Mich.,
Harvey donated a grand, ideal blue
spruce pine tree for the President’s
private quarters. This honor though,

was

him indirectly through Stephen
VanderWeide of Lake City, Mich. , who
had won the title of National Grand
Champion Christmas Tree Grower for
1984. Being awarded such an honor
gives the winner the right to supply the
White House with two holiday trees.
VanderWeidecould then chose any
trees in Michigan which he deemed fit
given

to

A few

years ago,

many

of Harvey’s

grafting usually produces a “bluer” tree.

thinking of the next generation,”Harvey

to be

trees went to other not-so-famous

Harvey enthusiasticallypresents the

continues. “It takes eight to nine years

lop-sided, sad-looking trees he uses for

to

own farm and

holds when he gave yuletide
volunteer who helped him with the

ously doesn’t show them because of their

to

shape. It’s just that he is so zealous about
the product that results because of the

thinking about the next generation.”

limbs they lose.

though. A white,

symmetrical tree for 25 years in his front

Annual Alumni Fund Campaign.
Harvey ’43 and his wife, Mary Lou
’46, have been in the nursery business
for 26 years and the excitement they
possess about producing a product that

yard.

is literally full of life, is contagious.

you’d better do

received by the Reagans . The trees
didn’t necessarilyhave to come from his
in fact, neither tree did.

The 20-footer for the elegant Blue
Room in the White House was from an
elderly Lake City townsman, Russell
Hammond, who had nurtured the nearly-

VanderWeidethen chose Harvey
help him

to

housetrees to each

“Whenever you

order for an eight-foot help but look at
blue spruce, knowing the type of quality
circumstances of
fill his

Koop nursery produces.
“We grow a superior blue spruce,”
says Harvey confidently.“We believe it
helps commemorate the earth’s greatest
event so we want to produce the most

the

graceful and beautiful trees.”

Lou.

“When

plant

it
its

a

tree you can’t

and remember the
arrival,” says

Mary

people who have one of our

trees see us, they’ll say ‘hi’ but then their

next statement will always be,
should see

my

‘You

tree.’”

Painstaking care goes into producing
a quality blue spruce.

The method of

grafting next to his backyard.

“If

you’re going

to

He

obvi-

excel at something,

grow a scotch pine,
grow a good blue spruce
develop the seedlings

Many

.But

love

I

me

That keeps

light

powder on the
of blue, and

needles gives it that soft hue

some trees lose that.
“You’ve got to look

blue spruce alone.

that’s cheating

number of households in America that
want Christmas trees,” he adds.
“In the tree business you’re always

. . .
.

blue spruce trees end up green

it the best way you know
how,” he proclaims.
The Koop’s business picks up especially in November and December. This
fall, 15,000 seedlings were planted of

“That’s minute when you think of the

ten to twelve to

at a blue spruce

in the right direction, so the sunlight hits
it

does

just right,” says Harvey. “It really

make them

look bluer. Do you think

though?”

This cheery, amiable couple are the
kind of people anyone would love to

have

as their next-door neighbors.

The

small town spirit they possess shows in
their gracious hospitality and generosity.

Most

of

Hamilton knows

the

Koops and

their thoughtful, big-hearted reputation

proceeds them. Their’ s is
Christmas spirit that does

the type

of

last all year

long.

They’ve also been

devoted
to Hope over the years, being involved
with the Campaign for Hope, Women’s
League, and

particularly

as class reps.

Children

Lynn

’69, Brian ’71, Barbara ’74, and Janet
’75 each attended Hope and the 13
grandchildren are on the prospective list.

“We believe in Hope and the positive
approach and Christian influence it
gives,” states Mary Lou. “The grandchildren don’t hear about any other school,”

Harvey laughs.
Both Koops admit they’re at an age
now when they could cut back, but they
say they’re having too much fun. “Harvey is very excited about his work and
hopes never to retire,” admits his wife.
If watching things grow and mature
makes otherpeople feel old, it’s inspiring
to find that for the Koops, propagating
growth is like a fountain of youth.

Crooked

little

tree

Droopy New Discovery Gains
by Marianne Van Eenenaam ’56
(Reprinled

by permissionfrom The Muskegon Chronicle)

not very often that a new tree is
discovered on the horticulture scene but,
It’s

to be a normal
maybe, when it was two or
three years old somethinghappened and
a change took place in its genetic makeup.” He did not know what could have
caused the change.

a

Prominence

Place of

reasonably, it started out

degree in biology and

tree and,

wanted

I

figured if

to specialize, I’d just go

I

back to

school.”
But the success of Hortech has put any
further education

on hold. MacKenzie

gated by cuttings; sometimes other

methods, such as seeds or division are
used. The business has 20,000 square
feet of greenhouseson six acres. Their
products are distributedthroughout

Michigan and other midwestern states.
At the peak of the season, in the spring
and
Kamwhen one makes its appearance, it’s an
would
be
interested
in pursuing the
meraad
had
the opportunity to purchase and summer, the partners hire 0 employoccasion worthy of note.
ees. They have also compiled a catalogue
an existing nursery with all the equiporigins of the Ottawa weeping white
If it hadn’t been for Hope grad David
that is distributed to a large number of
pine.
He
is part-owner of Hortech, a
ment.
MacKenzie’s ’83 sharp eye in the spring
nursery
that specializesin shrubs and
Hortech’s
main
emphasis
is in propa- wholesalers.
of 1984, the new tree might have gone
MacKenzie explained that Hortech has
ground covers. He and Joel Kammeraad, gation work. They sell ground covers
unnoticed.
many
familiar varieties of ground covers
a Michigan State grad, started the
directly to retailers and shrubs to other
But in September the new Ottawa
and shrubs but “we look for new and
business
a month after graduation, June nurseries.The business has been doing
weeping white pine, which arose from a
unusual plants all the time.”
1983.
very well and the partners’ main problem
genetic mutation, was officially regisThe Ottawa is one of those new and
is
maintaining
their
supply
to
satisfy
the
MacKenzie had met Kammeraad
tered .with the British Royal Horticultural
unusual
plants MacKenzie looked for
when he transferredto Michigan State demand.
Society of England, the final word in
and
found,
except this one was really
for one semester during his junior year.
“We entered the business at a good
determining new varieties of a species.
new.
The
partners
have already started
Before attending State, MacKenzie had time,” MacKenzie said. “New homes
The process of registeringthe unique
to reproduce the tree using the grafting
conifer took approximately18 months. been a pre-med major at Hope. But his were on the rise and more and more
method.
people were looking to professional
interests changed to horticulture while he
MacKenzie happened upon the tree
MacKenzie chose the name Ottawa for
landscapers to do their lawns.
was there.
when he was entering a parking lot in
“We
fit in with the small operator who
his discovery in honor of the Indians who
“I found State’s horticulturefacilities
Norton Shores, Mich. He saw it growing
used to live in the area.
is more comfortable working in the fields
were very good if I wanted to pursue
in a wooded area near a residential home
This humble Hopeite is very happy
with larger plants. Working with seedlhorticulture
there,”
exclaimed
MacKenand recognized it as a weeping white pine
ings is very time-consuming.For some about his discovery but not overly proud.
zie, “but I’ve always felt a well-rounded,
but was not familiar with the scalloped
After all, he could have named it the
good education comes first. That takes growers, it’s more effective to buy small
shape that each branch assumed.
MacKenzie
plants than start their own.”
four years, not just two. So after that one
“I deal with a lot of plants that are
Hortech’s shrubs are usually propasemester I returned to Hope to finish my
closely related and so having worked
with similar plants you notice slight
variations,something different. I’ve
It is

only natural that

MacKenzie

hadn’t planned

to

have his own business

directly out of college but he

1

.

seen other trees that were similiar in their

growth habits and

I

was able

to tell this

one was a little different.”
Being a true botanist,MacKenzie
knocked on the door of the homeowner,
introduced himself and expressed his

The homeowner
acknowledged his bewildermentover the
little tree but concluded that its leaning
trunk and unusual shape were results of
the weight of snow dumped on it each
interest in the tree.

winter.
“The shape of the tree is definitely not

from the snow,” said the soft-spoken
MacKenzie. “It does normally grow that
way.”
He then arranged for the tree to be
moved and an investigationinto its roots
began. A lengthy identification process
was conducted and ultimately the tree
was determinedto be a new strain.
The tree had

to be

capable of reproduc-

tion because “if you can’t reproduce the
plant, you can’t register it,”
said.

The

MacKenzie

final step for qualificationis

describing the tree in a publication;the
new Ottawa will be fully described in a

new catalogue.
“It’s possible that it is a hybrid but
that’s very unlikely,” he stated.

“Most

Marianne Van
Eenenaam is a
Hope graduate of
the class of '56

and a member of
Hope College
Board of Trustees.
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She
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a staff writer

for The

Muskegon

Chronicle.

HOW DO YOU DECORATE

ask David

discoverer of the

of Horticulture
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THIS ONE? It may sag a lot but not all new things are shiny and unblemished.Just
new Ottawa weeping white pine tree, officially registered with the British Royal Society

MacKenzie,
.
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Festive Family Memories

in

F

by Ann Lootens and Eva D. Folkert
Within straightrows of smiling, whitegloved women, orators speaking about
“Moons, Junes, and Ferris Wheels, ’ and play
casts dramatizing their versions of fairy tales,

Hope College marked the 50th time freshmen
and sophomorewomen have competed for
the coveted Nykerk Cup.
The golden anniversary of this traditional
event, established by Hope professor Dr.
John Nykerk in 1936, allowed for a little
reminiscingabout the evolution of this
unique part of Hope’s heritage. As is
expected with anythingthat grows old,
repairs are made and adjustmentsare tightened.
As a counterpart to the men’s traditional
event, the Pull, the underclass-women first
participatedin a powder-pufffootballgame.
When Nykerk decided this alternativewas
too “unladylike”and “uncultural’’for the
attitude of the times, he

recommended the

beginning of an event structured in speech,
drama, and song. Nykerk was then the dean
of men and head of the English department
but was also known for his musical skills,
originating Hope’s early music program.
That first year saw seven women from
each class compete. Nykerk donated the first
sterling cup, witnessing his theatrical invention in March of 1936 before his untimely
death that fall.

Like the Pull, Nykerk promotes class
unity, participationfor underclassmen, and
leadership skills for the juniors and seniors
who act as coaches for the frosh and sophs
respectively. But unlike the Pull, Nykerk
encompasses several hundred women and
men and focuses mainly on resulting
friendships rather than the spirit of the

competitionitself. Bragging rites are not a
factor in Nykerk.
The current version of Nykerk is much
more formal than past years. Song women
sit properly unbent with gloved hands on
their laps; morale guys offer support with
booming cheers and thoughtful gifts; and the
ritual of “meeting in the middle”, an affirmation of togetherness shared between the two
classes, is a chaotic conglomeration for all
happy participantswhere the losers can’t be
distinguished from the winners. No one is
sad after a Nykerk evening. It only matters
how the “game” is played.

PLEASE MY DEAR:

ROSY SMILES: Two
Sue

generations of Nykerk song

gi<

(left), and Jenni.

One particularHope family has
to witness

been able

strue

some

alterationsthat the Nykerk oven
competitionhas seen. Four family members
“C

from two generations have been involved in
eight Nykerk competitions.... so far.

The women

of the

Thompson family

of

hasn'
"but

mucl

Ann Arbor, Mich, maintain quite a tradition girls
of their own concerning Nykerk. Marcia $:fgii
Veldman ’56 Thompson began her Nykerk more
At
experienceas a song girl for two years and
a song coach for another. Three daughters partii
possi
continued in their mother’ssingingways.
In fact, the

Thompson tradition somewhat

costu

extends three generations to the daysof Dr.

piece

Nykerk himself. Mother Pearl Paalman ’24
Veldman and father Harold Veldman '21

Top"

were both students under the “music

man";

dress

Pearl in the musical accord and Henry

an

as

bers

plus;

English student.

senic

In today’s era of Nykerk though, daughter
Karen ’83 became the first second generation
Thompson song girl in 1979. Enjoying this
year's event were junior Susan, 1989 song
coach, and freshman Jennifer, 1989 song
girl . The two Thompson girls, as coach and
“player”, are involved in the same type of

Picni

wore

M

perfc

mucl

stage

.view

The king, played by Kristi VanderKooi, and the gumchewing handmaid

Dulcibella, played by Jennifer Norling, think up a scheme to get his majesty' s daughtermarried
off in the

TEN

freshmen's play "The Ugly Duckling.”

FINALE: Senior Karen Becker (center),the winning song

coach, directed the

Nykerkparncip^
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siirNykerk

Golden Jubilee
And

there is one other thing Marcia

particularlyremembers too.

“There were no morale guys then. I’m sure
remember if the men were
involved. We didn’t meet in the middle

of that. I’d
either.”

It is believed that morale

guys were

introduced in the early 70’s while “meeting

middle” was something that was began
the event moved to the Holland Civic
Center in 1956 where there was more room.
Now, from Jenni, dressed up in blue and
white, being ushered by tuxedo-donned
morale guys into a packed Civic Center, to
sister Sue, helping coordinate 200 singing
freshmen, Nykerk now proves to be a little
different for their mother to watch. Aspects
of Nykerk have changed over the years but
its heart and soul ramble joyously on.
The two girls have enjoyed each other’s
company at rehearsalthis year. With encouragement Sue coaxed Jenni to pursue Nykerk
as an extra friend-finder.And although Jenni
in the

when

admits she doesn’t get any specialtreatment

because she’s related to the coach, she feels
VyMmig girls and coaches - Marcia (center).
motivated by her older sister and knows a
special, different bond exists as a Nykerk
song girl with family ties.
structuredcompetition as their mother but the
able
“She’ll look up at me and smile and we’ll
overall experience is now quite different.
lykeik
both
start laughing. That feels good,” Jenni
“Oh,
we
had
many
days
of
practicing,
that
ibers
hasn’t seemed to change,” Marcia declares, says of her sister. “I know her looks and what
^lin
they mean. Sometimes they say “you’re
"but you have to realize class sizes were
ar.
doing good” and sometimes they say “try
much smaller then, so we only had 30 or 40
lyof
ilion

girls involvedin

the song

.

T oday

,

the

number

grown so much. One class today
kerk more than triples our numbers.”
And because of the smaller number of
s and
nets participantsin Marcia’s Nykerk days, it was
possibleforthe song girls to make their own
ays.
costumes which were appropriate to their
what
:ia ,£sf girls has

Dr.

piece of music . The elder

Thompson remem-

man”;

With The Fringe On
Top" her sophomore year decked out in floral
dresses,hair bows, some suspenders and hats

san

plus a

in

'24

’21

bers singing “Surrey

prop surrey was placed on stage. Her

senior year

when

Bear’s
sophs held stuffed bears and

ighler

Picnic,” the

ration

wore pajamas.

ig this

song
song
land

peof

she directed “Teddy

Marcia also stressesthat the Nykerk

Cup

community event as
much as it is today. For some years it was
staged at Holland High School and was
viewed mainly by Hope students.

performance wasn’t a

ARM-IN-ARM: GrandfatherHarold Veldman
song girls are packed in the warm basement

harder.”

coach, “not the
directing one like my mom was.” It is her

of the Civic Center, foreseeing their ascent

job to lend

this year’s

Sue

is the consulting

a

discerning ear for her directing

co-hort junior Jean

DeKoekkoek.Sometimes

she looks to littlesister for help.
“Jenni keep me going too,” says Sue. “She
offers support in different ways.

I’ll

go to

empty bleachers. Their taped version of
song, “Just a Spoon Full of
Sugar,” emits from a portable tape recorder
and rows of girls rub shoulders for the person
in front of them. Sue stops to give Jenni an
reinforcing hug and a few tears of nervousto

her and ask if things are getting across to

ness follow.

everybody and I know she’ll give me an
honest answer. It feels great to have her

A two hour smiling period awaits Jenni,
two hours of anticipation awaits Sue.
Granddad Harold Veldman escorts Sue to her
seat before the performance.Mom and Dad
Thompson rush in about five minutes before
Jenni will sing. Car problems slowed them
down in Lansing, a rented car ensued. There
was no way they were going to miss this one
The freshman song started the evening’s
activities, countered by the sophomores

there.”
Sue has given barely an inkling of what

Nykerk night will be like for Jenni. She’ll
find out soon enough, Sue reflects, and any
untimely description might not be fair to
Jenni.
“I don’t want to take away the specialness
of the night for her,” states Sue.

On

'21 formally escorted Sue to their front row seats.

this second night of

November,

the

’

89

.

dazzling rendition of

“Gonna Rise Up

Singing” after intermission. Short play
versions of the freshmen’s“The Ugly
Duckling”and the sophomore’s “Cinderella”
added comical relief. The orators gave
intellectualsimulation.
The fifteen minute intermission left the
song girls in their bleacher seats, flashed by

camera bulbs, stared at, looking like they
weren’t quite sure where to focus their eyes.
On this night though, the nine judges
selected the sophomores as the victors,
evening the slate for landmark Nykerks since
the freshmen won the very first. The sophs
still however hold the win advantage, 30 to
20.
But that's not what
For the

is

important

at

Nykerk.

Thompson women and anyone

who has had

else

the privilegeof singing, acting

Nykerk, the tradition will hold
endearingmemories. The changing and
growing of Nykerk ’s conventionalstructure
has not touched the meaning of love,
friendship, and smiles it brings. For half a
Sophomore orator Janis Gaillard spoke about
century, the names and faces may have
keeping child innocence in "Moons, Junes, and
changed but the spirit of Nykerk remains the
Ferris Wheels."
same.

or speaking at
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Spotlight Shines on Cross

Country Teams

Hope’s success during the fall sports
season was a literal runaway!
Both of the college’s cross country teams
emerged as champions of the Michigan
IntercollegiateAthletic Association.
Flying Dutch went on to capture the

The

NCAA

Great Lakes Regional.
The championship performances by the
harriers propelled Hope into first place in the

MIAA

all-sportsstandings after the fall

season. This award is given to the

MIAA

school with the best cumulativeperformance
in all of the league’s 17 sports for

women. Hope
award the

has won the

last six

MIAA

men and

all-sports

consecutiveyears.
Hope ended third in

In other fall sports

football,soccer and golf, fourth in volleyball

and

fifth in field hockey.

TRADITIONAL QUALITY
Hope maintainedits tradition of excellence
in men’s cross country by winning the MIAA
crown for the 3th time in the last 5 years
The performance by the women’s team
was unprecedented.The Flying Dutch
dominated league opponents, going undefeated in MIAA dual meets and then easily
capturing the league championship meet on
1

1

their

own home

.

course.

A week later the Flying Dutch became the
first Hope women’s team in history to capture
a NCAA team event as they won the Great
Lakes Regional and qualified for nationals.
The performanceby the Flying Dutch was
truly a team effort. During the course of the
season four differentrunners won a race and
at the Regionals Hope’s top five runners
finished within 12 seconds of one another.
Four runners were voted to the MIAA
all-conference team. Senior co-captain Susan
DeSanctis of Clifon, N.J. received the honor
for the second year in-a-row. She was joined
by sophomore Dana Barsness of Simsbury,
Conn., freshman Teresa Cheetham of
Wappinger Falls, N.Y., and freshman Tauna
Jecmen of Jenison, Mich. Barsness was

SIGNAL SUPPORT: The women’s cross country team display the theme of the season for both running squads as, for
in Hope's history, men’s and women’s teams won the same sport in the same season.

the first

time

voted the team’s most valuable runner while

Cheetham was named

the most

improved

runner.

Other squad members who were part of
team were sophomore
Karen Panse of Otsego, Mich., freshman
Melissa Fleming of Allegan, Mich, and
freshman Amy Strieker of Arvada, Colo.
Men’s cross country continued to be the
most successful sport in Hope College
history. The Flying Dutchmen were undefeated in the MIAA, raising their 15-year
the national qualifying

Kevin

Benham

Lindsey Dood

Dirk VerMeulen

record in league meets to 82-7. The Flying Hope ended with a 5-3-1 overall record.
Dutchmen also won the Great Lakes Colleges Their three defeats were to teams that
Associationmeet championship.
compiled a cumulative22-5-2 regular season
Junior captain Lindsey Dood of East
record.
Lansing,Mich, was voted the most valuable
Hope’s second victory of the season, a
runner in the MIAA and qualified for the
34-12 Community Day decision over CarNCAA Division III nationals for the second thage, Wise., marked the 100th under Coach
year in-a-row. Dood has been undefeated in
Smith. He closed his 16th season as head
league dual meets the past two years.
coach with a 103-37-4 career record, seventh
Joining Dood on the all-MIAA team for most successful among current NCAA
the second year in-a-row was sophomore
DivisionIII coaches.
Randy Johnson of Grand Rapids, Mich,
Defense was a hallmark of this year’s team
along with the first-timerKevin Cole, a
as the Dutchmen were ranked nationally in
sophomore from Jenison, Mich. Junior John several defensive categories. They limited
McElwee of Redford, Michr. was voted the opponents to only 53 yards per game rushing
team’s most improved runner.
and just 188 yards per game total defense.
Hope’s cross country program is directedOpponents scored only five rushing
by Dr. William
Vanderbilt’61.
.
touchdowns the entire season.

.....

....

Four of the six Hope players who received

EXCELLENCE REBUILT
This was supposed to be
for the Flying Dutchmen

a

rebuilding year

who were coming

all-MIAA recognition were from
sive unit.

They were

the defen-

led by senior tackle Dirk

Ver Meulen of Columbus, Ohio who was
Coach Ray Smith
voted
the MIAA’s most valuable defensive
was faced with the prospect of replacing 8
player.
He was joined by two-time allstarters.
The strength of Hope’s football program leaguers Blaine Newhouse, a senior middle
was exemplified this season as the Dutchmen guard from Portage, Mich. , and Tim Hansen,
remained a MIAA title contender right down a senior end from Greenville, Mich. The
fourth was senior Tom VanderKlay of
to the final game.
Wyoming,
Mich., a quarterbackconverted
A Hope victory over Albion in the season
to defensiveback at mid-season.
finale would have given the Dutchmen a
All-conference players on offense included
league co-championship. Instead, the teams
senior tackle Dave Harrold of East Lansing,
battled in the mud of Holland Municipal
Stadium to a scoreless tie, giving the Britons Mich, and sophomore tailback Todd Stewart
of East Grand Rapids, Mich.
an outright title.
off an undefeated season.

1

TOUGH D .The Flying Dutchmen football team was nationally ranked this season as
one of the best top 10 defenses in the NCAA Division III against the rush. Here junior
Dan Slid (72) brings down the Kalamazoo quarterback as senior Tim Hansen (5) was
ready to help.

TWELVE
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Ver Meulen was voted the team’s most
valuable player while senior Dale

DeLoy, a

running back from Port Huron, Mich., was
named by the coaches as the recipientof the
Allen C. Kinney award which goes to the
player on the basis of maximum overall
contribution to the football program.
Newhouse became a candidatefor
Academic All-Americanwhen he was voted
to the Great Lakes All-Academic football
team.

BENHAM HONORED AGAIN
Senior midfielder Kevin Benham of
Littleton, Colo, was voted the MIAA's most
valuable soccer player for the second year
in-a-row.

The Flying Dutchmen ended third in the
standings and were 9-8-1 under
first-year coach Todd Kamstra ’83.
Benham was voted to the ail-MIAA team
for the third year in-a-row. He was joined by
teammates Dan Fead, a senior midfielder
from Aurora, Colo. , and sophomore forward
Jerry Nyanor from Kentwood, Mich.
Nyanor tied a school record for goals
scored in a season with 18. His 15 goals in player while senior Scott Wierda of Grand
league games was the most ever by a Hope Rapids, Mich, was named the most improved.
player.

MIA A

VOLLEYBALL IMPROVING

Senior Scott Ellingson of Eagan, Minn,
was voted the team’s most improved player.

The Flying Dutch improved their standing
in the MIAA to fourth place and ended with
THIRD ON THE LINKS
an overall 15-14 record.
The Flying Dutchmen finished third in the
A season highlight was winning the Great
MIAA standings for the fourth year-in-a-row.
Lakes Colleges Association tournamentwith
Freshman Rolfe Timmerman of
Middleville, Mich, led all Hope golfers with
a league tournamentscoring average of 8
.4
strokes per 18-hole round.
Junior Quinn Smith of Grand Haven,
Mich, was voted the team’s most valuable

of Hope’s 10 goals for the season as the

five straight victories.
Junior Jill Vredevelt of Portage, Mich,

was voted the most valuable player while
freshman Laree VanderWege of Holland,
Mich, was named the most improved.

TOUGH HOCKEY SEASON
Senior Patty Gaffney of Union Springs,
N.Y. was voted to the all-MIAA team for
the second time in her career. She scored half

Flying Dutch ended fifth in the MIAA
standings and were 3-12-1 overall.
Senior Annette Van Engen of Mattawan,
Mich, was voted the team’s most valuable
player while sophomoreSue Walter of
Wappinger Falls , N Y . was elected the most
improved.
.

Basketball Previews

1

A Year

to

by Brian Breen

Rebuild and

Grow

Matt

backup role at power forward. Senior
Not many basketball coaches step into a
Hester of Galesburg,Mich, shot an outstand- head coaching position with all five starters
ing 65 percent from the floor in averaging returning, but for Hope women’s basketball
men basketball team bid for their sixth
four
points a
coach Terri McFarland, it s all part of the
consecutiveMichigan IntercollegiateAthGiving hope to the future are several game,
letic Association(MIAA) championship
sophomores from the 84-85 jay vee squad that But just because all five first-stringers are
during the 1985-86 season.
back this year doesn’t guaranteea good
Gone from last year’s MIAA champion posted a 16-2 overall record. Those
from
last
year’sjayvee
team
are
Jim
Klunder
season. As far as McFarland is concerned
Dutchmen are the team’s top four scorers
of
Grand
Rapids,
Mich.,
Todd
Marsman
of
her
goal is to “develop continuity in the
who led Hope to a 22-2 regular season record
Alto, Mich. , Matt Strong of Muskegon, program.” She is the third Hope head coach
and fourth consecutivetrip to the NCAA
This year Coach Glenn Van Wieren faces

a

major rebuilding task as the Flying Dutch-

game.

back

in the last three years.

Division III post-season tournament.

Leading the returnees is senior tri-captain
Karen Gingras of Lansing, Mich. , a two-time
all-MIAA player who led the Dutch in

anyone to consider that
Hope will be the dominant force we’ve been
in recent years, but at the same time everyone
should know that we have some outstanding
talent,” said Van Wieren who is beginning
his ninth season at the helm of Hope men’s
“I wouldn’t expect

basketball.
Hope has been chosen to place third in the

MIAA

scoring last year with a 17 point per

game

average. She already holds the all-timecareer
point record at 1003.

Other returning letterwinners are senior
Wyn Recknagle of Muskegon , Mich . who averagedten points a game
Terri McFarland while leading the team in reboundswith 172.
tri-captain Paula

final standings by the league coaches.
Glenn Van Wieren
Albion was picked first and Calvin second.
Mich.,
and Ron Winowiecki of Cedar, Mich. Filling the other tri-captain position is senior
Leading the returnees are senior co-capAgainst
other junior varsity teams in
guard Beth Beachum of Lowell, Mich. , who
tains Scott Gelanderof St. Joseph, Mich, and
MIAA
last
year,
Hope
notched
a near-perfectregistered a nine point average.
Steve Majerle of Traverse City, Mich. Both
9-1
Junior Trina Hargreavesof Cedar, Mich.,
saw considerable action last year, Majerle as
Adding
additional
depth
to
the
team
junior
JacqueSchaendorfof Zeeland, Mich.,
a starter and Gelander as the first player off
sophomore
Greg
Mitchell, a transfer student sophomore Sue Buikema of Hudsonville,
the bench.
Both Majerle and Gelander are recovering from Central Michigan University; sopho- Mich., sophomore Becky Herin of Shelby,
more Ralph Gillies,who returns after
Mich., and sophomoreDeeAnn Knoll of
from knee surgery however, Majerle is
one-year hiatus; freshman Tim Dennison of Grand Rapids, Mich, will again be on the
expected back in early December and
court this year.
Gelander should return after the first of the Mansfield,Ohio and freshman
Livingston of Dowagiac,
Alma looks to be the favoritein the league
year.
There
is
the
potential
of
playing
as
many
this
year, although they lost some key players
The 6-foot-2 Gelander averaged seven
as five new opponents during the season. The to graduation. According to McFarland,
points per game last year behind an excellent
Dutchmen will travel to two holiday touma- “Alma always has a strong program.'
outside shot and Majerle excelled as the
ments, first at Wooster, Ohio on Dec.
Other teams in contention are Calvin and
playmaking guard while averaging four
and
then
at
Whittier,
Calif,
on
Jan.
Albion
and, like Alma, they too have lost
points a contest. Gelander was also second
Among
other
outstanding
non-league
conseveral
players.
in the MIAA in free throw shooting(91
tests scheduled to be played in the
"We have a strong nucleus returning and
percent) and had an overall accuracy of 85
Center is the Grand Valley State College a bunch of talented freshmen. We have the
percent.
match-up on Dec. 14. The games
potential to do well,” said McFarland,
HEADING HIGH: Hope sophomore
Also returning is sophomore Bill Vanderarch-rival Calvin and the home game
A highlight in the home schedule will be
Nyanor (while jersey) tied a Hope single bill of Hamilton,Mich, who averaged three
Aquinas
will be televised
the Hope Invitationalon Jan. 3-4.
season soccer scoring record at 18 goals. points and three rebounds per game in a

the

record.

is

a.

Tom
Mich.

27-28
3-4.

Jerry
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Civic
with

with
live.

THIRTEEN

Glamor

girl?

Down-Home Type
of

Emmy

Actress

by Eileen Beyer
All signs indicatethat

Kim Zimmer

’77 is

a rising star.

— She’s frequently stopped on the streets
of Manhattan for her autograph.
— Her mail includes about 100 letters from
admirers each week.
— A photograph showing her at Elaine’s,
one of New York’s most notable beautifulpeople hot-spots, recently appeared in
newspapers across the
/
— Her inclusion as the lead-in to the
feature,“Where the Stars Watch TV,” in the
August issue of Woman’s Day magazine
implies she’s on her way to becoming a
“household personality.”
— She’ll be debuting as a trapeze artist on
CBS’s “Circus of the Stars,” televisedDec. 8.
— And the most telling sign of all: In
August she won the Daytime Emmy Best

country.

Actress

Award

for her portrayal of

Reva

Lewis on the CBS serial, “Guiding Light.”
Although visible signs of acclaim are
accumulating,when one meets Zimmer
off-set it’s hard to believe she’s a star.
GLORY DAYS: The shock of winning her Emmy Award didn't stand Kim’s hair on end, she just had a new doo for the ceremony.
Wearing no make-up and dressed in gray
chinos and a sweater that’s nondescript
Inside, there’s little improvement in the
Unlike most of the soaps, “Guiding Light”
thing she does. That’s why she’s been
except for its bagginess, Zimmer is barely
ambiance. The reception area is tiny,
isn’t shot sequentially, a real boon for the
successful.”
recognizableas the same person who
chairless and airless. The Emmy- winner’s
cast since it means less time waiting around
Zimmer herself leaves a littlemore room
spellbinds on televisionscreens daily as that
dressing room has no name on the door, no at the studio. There are two taping sessions for luck when analyzing her successes. “My
glamorously coiffured and devastatingly
helpful attendant, no flowers, no chaise for each day, one with a report time of 7 a.m.
career has gone better than I would have
dressed brassy bad girl of soaps, Reva Lewis. relaxing between takes. In fact, there’s
and the other beginning in mid-aftemoon.
thought when I started,”she notes. “I’ve
Although thousands of addicted viewers hardly space to turn around. A few lights
Zimmer usually is scheduled for three of
been very fortunate in that I’ve never had to
would probably like to believe otherwise, the around the mirror bravely assert star-status these sessions each week. She gets her scripts
wait tables in order to survive. I’ve always
life of Kim Zimmer has a decidedly ordinary
amidst the pervading drabness.
a few days in advance.
been able to find some sort of work within
aura — particularly in comparison to her
There’s a phone in the hall and, a few
For Zimmer, putting on the glitz is all in the profession.
character’s riches-and-romance-littered
doors down, one shower shared by all. Even
a day’s work, akin to putting on pin stripes
“I guess I’ve just been a saleable product:
normal state of affairs.
that standard workplace amenity, the coffee,
and picking up a briefcase. Like many
I’ve had the right look at the right time. I’ve
The CBS studio on West 26th Street where is so bad that most CBSers prefer to buy
women in their 30s, she takes image-juggling been adaptable, not just a pretty face — I
Zimmer works has a facade that stops few theirs at a restaurant across the street.
for granted as she concentrates on turning a could really sing and dance my heart out at
sightseers, although many days at least one
Every working day, in these inauspicious promising start into a solid career while at
industrialshows whenever I couldn’t find
autograph-seeker does manage to find it and
surroundings, Zimmer is touched by make-up the same time becoming immersed in the
work on the stage.”
spend hours hovering hopefullyat the front wands, zapped with electric rollersand
demands of marriage,home-owning and
She’s also learned how to be shrewd, in a
door. The CBS sign-ident is small and a little zipped into a slinky little something selected
child-raising.
friendly,midwestem sort of way . She admits
shabby, and the glass on the front door holds just for her. Within less than an hour, usually
“I can make the separation between my
to plying the “Guiding Light” scriptwriters
the handprints of everyone from stars to
while she’s still laboring to learn the day’s
life and Reva’s so easily,”she says. “I come
with a night out on the town if she isn’t happy
stagehands in one big indiscriminate smudge. lines, Zimmer is transformed.
from emptying the kitty litter box at 10 a.m. to
with the way the storylineis developing. She
the studio at 11 to putting on my costume at takes on more public appearancesthan
noon without even thinking about the
required in her contract because she knows
extremes.”
it’s in her best interest to be popular with the
Zimmer has been married since 1981 to
public.
actor A. C. Weary, whom she met while they
Zimmer’s journey to the top has followed
were both company members of the Hope
a fairly direct route. Her abilities were
Summer Repertory Theatre in 1974 (He
evident at an early age. While in high school
played Bottom and she played Titania in “A
she became involved in community theatre
Midsummer Night’s Dream.”) They have a in Grand Rapids, Mich. In 1973 she was
three-year-old daughter, Rachel, and recently

recruited to Hope’s summer theatre, followed
purchased an 80 + -year-old house in a New
by enrollmentin Hope College.She played
Jersey suburb.
leading roles in several Hope productions
Despite contrasting appearances,Zimmer during her two years in Holland. She feels
says there’s quite a bit of “the real me” in
Hope served her well by giving her opporthe character she plays. “Reva is just a little
tunitiesshe wouldn’t have had as an underblown out of proportion,” she details.
classman at larger schools.
“Every character has to be part of you
At Hope she also learned, during one teary
you have to have something to build on. Reva session in the hall after she’d learned she
has energy, a sense of humor, she instigates
wouldn’tbe playing Kate in “The Taming of
action when nothing is happening and she’s the Shrew,” that if she wanted to succeed as
a fighter.”
an actressshe would have to learn to recogThose are qualitieswhich observersfind nize her limitations so she could go on to
readily identifiablein Zimmer, and they’ve overcome them. It was a lesson that’s stayed
served her well in a profession to which many with her throughout her career.
are attracted,but in which few succeed.
In 1974 she was named first runner-up in
“Kim’s very talented,” says “Guiding
the Miss Michigan pageant. Although at the
Light” executiveproducer Robert D.
time she was disappointed she didn’t win the
Kochman. “She’s disciplined and has an
crown, in retrospect she sees it would have
intelligence you don’t always see in this
diverted attention from her developing
business. She’s very professional in every- career. The followingyear she left for San

—

HOPEFUL DAYS: Kim
Night’s

starred with her future-husbami,
A. C. Weary, in "A

Midsummer

Dream," during their Hope College Summer Repertory Theatre days

Kim played Titiana and, under the mask, A.C. played Bottom the Weaver.

FOORTEEN

in 1974.
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Francisco’s American ConservatoryTheatre,
where she studied for one year.
Tired of the classroomand anxious to start
working (“I don’t think you can really leam
acting. It’s something you have inherent in
you and it’s something you have to dedicate
yourself to, but it’s not something you can
be taught,” Zimmer claims), she headed for
Chicago where she’d heard aspiring actors
were more likely to find employment than in
New York or Hollywood.
Zimmdr is convinced she’d heard right. “I
tell everyone who’s startingout, ‘Go to
Chicago.’Why go elsewhere and starve? I
decided early on that I’d never go to New
York without a job. Besides, people such as
the actor John Malkovich and the playwright
David Mamet are giving the Midwest a good
reputation in the industry.”
In Chicago she began doing dinner-theatre,
working with big names such as Ricardo
Montalban (“Fantasy Island”) and Nehemiah

Persoff (recently seen as the father in

between helping sell everything
plumbing fixtures during
industrialtrade show stints. She connected
with a good agent who got her a part in the
Chicago company of “Godspell” and a
walk-on part on the soap, “One Life to Live.”
A few months later she signed a contract with
the soap and made her move to Manhattan.
In 1979 she switched to “The Doctors”,
playing Nola Aldrich, and two years later she
went to “Guiding Light.”
She has one major motion picture credit,
a supporting role in “Body Heat” (1981) in
which she worked under director Lawrence
Kasdan who has since gained popular
reknown for his directionof “The Big Chill.”
The two acting leads in the film, Kathleen
Turner and William Hurt, have also become
very well known. Zimmer auditioned for the
lead in the film, but was instead cast for a
“Yentl”) ,

from

.

in

tires to

cameo part as

the leading lady’s look-alike.

The film was a

critical

and box-office

and the star role could have given

hit,

Zimmer a

of exposure. But she prefers to talk about
“Body Heat” as a good experience rather than
a could-have-been.
In recent years, she’s also done some stage
work in New York, most recently during
October and November when she played
Off-Broadway in “The Troll Place,” a new
play which she describes as “an English
manor-house murder- my stery-comedy ”
“If I knew I could do two plays or two
films a year, I would do soaps forever,” she
lot

.

says.

Of course, her recent Emmy award has
raised speculation on whether or not Zimmer
will stay with soap operas now that she’s had
some wider recognition. In addition to the
personal rewards of winning the honor, it
also carries leverage for advancing her
career. Her contract with CBS is up for
renegotiationthis month, and it seems certain
she’ll be offered a boost to her six-figure

income. More than money, Zimmer would
like to see Reva Lewis developed into a major
character so that she’d be taping four days a

week, instead of
in

the three days that are

her contract.“If I’m going to

now

work soaps,

I want to be a front-burner story!" Zimmer
emphaticallynotes.
She’s very aware that age alone puts her

at a turning point in her career. -

“I haven’t played a sweet young thing

•

since

1

was 20 years old.

1

just haven’t had

probably
be startingto get the roles as the mother of
the sweet young thing. I'm lucky it's
happening to me now, when some of the
most popular actresses are older, character
continuedon page 16
the look. In another five years, I’ll

•

New Breed

Phil Tanis:

of Student Politician

Holm

by Doug

your
everyday councilman. While his seven
counterparts are much older and have “real
jobs,” as he says, Tanis is a junior history
major at Hope College, minoringin political
science and mass media communication.
Tanis is not your average Hope student
either. Besides being involvedin Holland
is

now

ously but

Elected to the Holland City Council in
1983 as a 19-year-old, Phil Tanis

wrote editorialsand headlines, and sold

he’s bringing the same type

advertising.

of energy to the council that he brought to

not

Their efforts paid off. Students began to

his main student activity,the Anchor.

,

“I don’t

know

if

any other council

shares in as

many committees as

ve

,

they

’

all

got real jobs

flexible schedule

and

I ’

I

member

notice. Through letters to the editors, Hope

do, but

students voiced their opinions and the

became

ve got a real

which helps,” he

a

Anchor

student forum. Through his second

semester the publication improved even after

states. “I

Olgers resigned and Kirk Kraetzer replaced
him. In fact, as Tanis gained more experience, it was smooth sailing.And students
any other council member would want to do
city affairs, he has busied himself with many
continuedto read and respond.
campus activities. He has two radio shows that.”
“If something ticked them off, they knew
Though most politicianstry to stay as far
on the new student FM station WTHS; last
where
to go with it,” he says. “The Anchor
away
from
the
print
media
as
possible,
Tanis
year he was co-editor of the student newsis a good means. Professors read it. The
found
Hope’s
student
weekly
needed
help.
paper, the Anchor and is still involvedthis
Board of Trustees read it. Students read it.
His sophomore year he became co-editor
year selling advertising; he is informally
associated with another student publication. with Greg Olgers. He had been disappointed So they could alert people to things that were
happening at Hope.”
Inklings, looking into design improvements; with the Anchor and felt strongly enough to
He is also proud that the Anchor has
become
active
in
improving
it.
Both
he
and
and he has worked for Hope’s Model United
continued
to thrive. This year, under different
Olgers
had
had
experience
working
in
high
Nations, a two-day UN simulation for high
leadership, it has not sunk. Tanis helped
school with student newspapers,and so were
school students, each of his three years (this
build that continuity and hopes the paper will
familiar with what the task would take.
year as directorof high school coordination)
remain an important part of campus.
“We both liked writing and organizing
“I like getting involved and seeing what I
The young politician-reporterhas learned
things,”
Tanis
says.
“So
we
decided,
what
can do and then help get things done,” he
to effectively manage his extracurricular
says. “Sometimes on the spur of the moment the heck, let’s go for it. And we worked our
involvement and school work. As an A
tails off. Our grades went down a littleand
I’ll decide to do something and the consestudent, it has not adversely affected his
quences come later. I have a hard time saying our social lives went to ruin but it was worth
can go to noon meetings, miss an occasional
class. I can stay up

’til

2 a.m. I don’t think

.

‘no.’”
This attitude led the Holland native to run

summer of 983
when he read that no one was actively vying
for his ward. He got the required 20 petition
signatures (which he notes is less than needed
to run for Hope’s Student Congress)and went
to work campaigning — running advertisements in the Holland Sentinel,going door-todoor, putting up yard signs, handing out
leaflets. And he won, with over 60 percent
of the votes. As one might expect, his age
and inexperiencemade him a littleuncomfortable when he began.
“It stunned me,” he admits. “And it took
me awhile to get into it. It’s to the point now,
just in the past couple of months, where I’ve
been getting really comfortable.But, sometimes I just sit back and let everybody else
for City Council during the

do the talking because

I

don’t know

1

it.”

studying.

He and Olgers spent a lot of time righting
the Anchor's ship. Most of their work was

panic,” he adds. “But normally it’s just

at

the very beginning

—

to get the ball rolling

“First semester we were going to build

it

into something respectable and get people

“We concenback up and saying,
‘Hey, here we are again. We’re out to do
it

again,” he notes.

trated on building

it

well.’”
The co-editors oversaw the entire dimensions of publishing their periodical. They
assured deadlines were met, articles typed,
lay-out for printing completed. Plus, they
covered major news events themselves,

I

life and sleep time and
grade point could be a

cutting back on social
goof-off time.

so to speak.

noticing

“Sometimes there’s a time crunch and

couple tenths of

My
a

point higher, but I’d rather

have these experiences.”
To other Hope students, his activities
might seem abit much, but forTanis it’s just
natural.
“I’d be bored out of

my mind if I wasn’t
vowed during my

involved,” he admits. “I

freshman year, after I was elected, that I
wouldn’t get involved on Hope’s campus. T
don’t have the time,’ I thought. I did. It’s
worked.”

enough

about the subject.”
Tanis is heavily involved in several
council committees.He is the mayoral
appointeeto the Historical Trust, formerly
the Netherlands Museum Board, where he is
on the finance and educationcommittees.
Liaison to both the Holland Area Arts
Council and the Herrick Public Library
Board, he reports to the council with pertinent

news. And he is currently chairing the
CentennialPark Restoration Ad-Hoc Committee — another new experience. On top of
his city council duties, he is also secretary
of Community Improvement Center of
Holland, Inc.
“To say that Phil is too young to have an
effect in city government would be a grave
injustice,” says Holland City Mayor William
Sikkel. “He is diligent, well-informedand
has a strong feeling toward community
involvement.I’ve challengedhim with
council committee and he’s done so unselfishly . He is an excellent ambassador for our
city council.”
Tanis estimates he spends from three to 10
hours

a

week

in meetings, plus there is extra

time for doing readings. Just recently the city
council received a report on effective city

management and

a

special meeting was held

for possible action.

Although in the past, campus activities
away from his city time, Tanis is now

took

concentrating on his council responsibilities.
It’s not that he
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was neglecting them previ-

FIFTEEN

ALUMNI NEWS
alumni beat
By Vern Schipper ’51
Associate Director of College Relations
for Alumni Affairs

Two record-settingreunions

(5

&

year),coupled

10

with the H-Club luncheon honoring the Otto VanderVelde Award winners, brought and unusually large

number of alumni to campus during Homecoming
weekend.Thanks to the reunion chairpersons,H-Club
officers,

and the studentactivities committee for helping

others “follow the yellow brick road" to our ’85

Homecoming.
parade!” For the first time in many years,
Homecoming saw the revival of a parade leadingto
the footballgame, floats included. From its success,
leadership is already committedto enlarge the parade
“I love a

our

for 1986.

A special ad hoc committee will write a specific
mission for the Alumni Association in keeping with the
mission statement for Hope College. The committeeis

headed by Steve Norden '74 and also includes Fran
Hooper ’71 and James Bos '85. A second committee
consistingof Dr. Hugh Campbell’51 and Chris Lohman
'73 will review the criteria for the DistinguishedAlumni
Awards.Both committees will report at the May meeting
of the Board of Trustees.
Junior Lindsey Dood was elected as the second
student representativeto the Alumni Board.
“Winter Happenings” will be held on Saturday, Feb.

--

- jj
-----------*mst&m»*§
AED REUNI ON : Past Alpha Epsilon Delta members in attendancewere, front row left to right, Dr. Bruce Masselink '65 of Holland,
Mich., Dr. Doug Walvoord '64 of Holland, Mich., and Russell Dykstra '83 of Grand Rapids, Mich. Left to right in the back row
are National AED President Father Joe Walter of South Bend, hid., currentHope AED President David Burdette, and Hope faculty
advisor Dr. Eugene Jekel. Missing from the photo is Henry VanderKolk '61, a charter member of AED.
-------

Pre-Med Honor Society Celebrates 25th Year
The Hope College chapter of Alpha
a national premedical
honor society, commemorated its silver
anniversarywith a banquet Nov. 19.
The banquet honored past AED members
and was addressed by guest speaker Dr.
Bruce Masselink ’65 who is a surgeon in
Holland. As a student Dr. Masselink was
Epsilon Delta (AED),

active in

AED

on the local and national level.

Masselink attended the University of Michigan Medical School, earning his M.D. in
1969. He did his internship and general
surgery residencyat the University of
Kentucky Medical Center.
Also participating was Father Joseph L.
Walter of Notre Dame University who is the
national president of

AED. Hope

President

Gordon Van Wylen also spoke at the banquet.
Hope College organized the Michigan
Beta chapter of AED on Nov. 19, 1960. The
purpose of the society is to encourage and
recognize excellence in premedical scholarship. The Society’s watchwords are “Truth I
Pursue.”
In 1960 when Hope received their charter,

Alumni Actress Kim Zimmer

there were 76 national chapters of AED.
Today, the society has almost doubled its
chapter numbers with 146.
Students engaged in courses leading to the
study of medicine and who maintain a grade
point of 3.0 on a 4.0 scale are eligible for

membershipin
Hope
a

is

the Society.

the only

Michigan college to have

chapter of Alpha Epsilon Delta. There are

chapters at the University of Detroit and
Michigan State University.
There are 38 students in the chapter this
year. Dr. Eugene Jekel, professor of chemistry

,

has been the chapter advisor since 977
1

.

In his address, “Crisis or Opportunity,”
Dr. Masselink spoke to those present and
former

AED members in attendance. Speak-

crises as opportunities,and stumbling
in

your
“. . .

8 this year.

blocks

life as stepping stones to the stars.”
.

You

are currently preparing

that professional

SIXTEEN

presentationswill be “Wellness," a vital and important
topic for every person. Our facultyhave pioneered

programsto be presented in the Dow Center. These
should provide every participantwith just what they
personally need to create a lifestyle of “wellness."

imaging

special

an importantpart of stress
management.Your wanting to be a doctor
makes crises managementin your education
an opportunity to further your goal . Successfully completingtasks here at Hope College
most definitely prepares you for changing a
is

crisis to an opportunity later. I still remember

Dr. Brink’s enthusiasmfor inorganic chemistry,

Dr. Kleinheksel’spersistance on preci-

sion in quantitative analysis, Prof. Kleis’
ridicule when physics problems were not

completed correctly, and Prof. Ponsteiri’s
Old Testament class as he defined God’s

fairly regular hours,

rather than going

—

And Zimmer knows

day with our faculty as they present

yourself to attack various crises. Mental

commuting to the studio
home (and away from television).But soap
away for weeks
continued from page 15
operas appear to be stronger than ever. There
for on-location filming. She’s well acmay be more working women, but they’re
actresses such as Tyne Daly and Sally Field
quainted with the hazards of actor/actress
buying more video cassetterecorders so they
— people who’ ve broken through the ‘dumb
marriages, but looks to the stable, midwestcan watch their favoritesat night. Changing
brunette’ image.”
em family life both she and A.C. knew while sex roles have freed more men to become
Zimmer has nursed high hopes the past
growing up as a protecting element in their or admit to being — soap-viewers.College
few weeks of landing a demanding part in a
own relationship.
students comprise yet another new category
CBS made-for-television drama. After
Although her Emmy award may open new
of soap-suckers. In fact, it’s not uncommon
several rounds of call-backs, she’s awaiting doors, one thing is certain: As long as Kim for students to schedule classes around their
final audition results.
Zimmer is doing soaps, she’ll take them
favorite soap opera’s air time.
Other factors in her current career contemseriously.
Zimmer thinks it’s all based on fairly
plations are A.C. ’s decision to try again for
“The opinion of daytime TV is changing,” innocent escapism: people love watching
prime-time series work in Los Angeles (he
she says. “More people — such as Kathleen
soaps because their own problems seem
starredin the 1982 CBS series “Q.E.D”) and
T umer, for one example — are gettingjobs
small in comparison to those on screen.
their mutual desire to have another child.
in film from their work in the soaps. And
“And lots of people tell me they watch
Obviously, Zimmer’s work on “Guiding
there’s no question in my mind that there's because they love my wardrobe!,”she adds,
Light” is an element of stability in a period much better acting on daytime TV than on
managing — without benefit of a single

advance usually has personal expenses. She
likes working soaps because she can still lead
what she terms “a normal life” — spending
time each day with her daughter,working

a

brochure will be mailed to you the
January.

first

A

week in

Reunion committeesfor all class gatherings for
Alumni Weekend, May 2-3, 1986, are working on
reunion plans already.These includethe classes of
1941,

1946,

year circle.

1951,

Two

1956,

1961,

1966,

1

936,

1971, and the 50

specialgatherings will featurethe

classesof 1926 and 1931, holding 60 and 55 year
reunions.Information for each class will be sent in the
mail

in

Feb. with a reservationform. Again, reservethe

dates of

May

2-3

if

you are members of a

1

986 reunion

class.

We need your help! Many

alumni responded after

Van Raalte fire in April of 980 with yearbooks to
restore our collection. We do have three years however,
without any books: 1929, 1931, and 1933. The years
of 1941, 1942, 1943, 1944, 1945 and 1961 are few in
number also. If you are able and willing to give your
book to the Alumni office, we would be most grateful.
The Office of College Relations and Alumni Board
the

1

ing on the technical, ethical, and economic relationship to man.”
changes in medicine today, Masselink said:
“. . . . As you continueto weave the
•‘The Chinese symbols for the word crisis
fabric of medicine throughout your underare identical to those used, for the word
graduate and postgraduatetraining and into all extend best wishes for a joyous holiday season to
opportunity. Literallytranslatedthe symbols
you and your family and friends. Merry Christmas and
professional life, you will be sustained by
Happy New Year!
mean “Crisis is an opportunityriding the
your commitment to be a healer. No crisis
dangerous wind.” The best way to adapt to will appear in your life, only opportunity.”
change and lead a successful life is to view

from home

of several personal passages.

Plan on

academicsessions in the morning; then enjoy a
Dutchmen basketballgame at 3 p.m. The theme of the

nighttime. I’m challenged by

my work every

day, and as long as that’s happening, I’m
happy.”
There were predictions a few years ago
that soap operas would die out as more
women left their homes for jobs away from

bauble or the bat of one false eyelash

—

sidelong smoldering glance for which

the

Reva

Lewis is famous, convincing that with or
without all the accoutermentsof glamour,
Kim Zimmer has the mark of a true actress
And, more and more, it’s being noticed.
.

class notes
News and information forclassnotes, marriages, births
and deaths are compiledfor news from Hope College
by MarjoryGraves of the Office of College Relations.
The deadline for the next issue is Jan. 17.

20’s
Ruth Hyma ’27 Hill is confined to a wheel chair due
stroke.She is livingin a nice retirement home in
Atlanta, Ga.

to a

30’s
Harvey Hoffman ’32, a former pastor, was honored by
the Second Reformed Church of Hackensack,N.J.. in
a homecoming celebrationof the 50th anniversary of
Harvey's ordination.

Gertrude Van Peursem

’35 Bell

and her husband will

be visiting their son and his family in Hawaii in
February, 1986.

40’s
Chester Postma ’40
the

will

be ministering this winter at

Cypress Gardens Winter Ministriesin Winter Haven,

Fla.

Allison VandenBerg '40 retired in September. Allison
had been the medical director at Mary Free Bed Hospital
and RehabilitationCenter in Grand Rapids, Mich.
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Harold Van Heuvelen ’40

retired

in

July as director

Executive Services,Inc

of

music and fine arts from the Bismarck(N.D.) Public

estate

School system.

Wayne Lemmen

’43. senior pastor at Ebenezer
Reformed Church in Morrison, III.,retired on Oct. I.
1985.

rental,

Wayne is now

livingin Traverse City. Mich.

,

.

who

offer

servicesin vacation

property management and sales of resort real

on Sanibel Island. Susan asks

if you

come to the

Fort Myers and Sanibel area this winter that you drop
by the ESI officeand say hi.
Barbara Tommola '72 enlistedin March in aircraft

Mich. . television station on Sept. 9 regardinghis friend

mechanicsschool.
Arlene Dekker ’75 Akker

Benjamin Weir, who had been releasedafter 6 months

assessment in environmental servicesat Hackley

imprisonment in Lebanon. Harvey has translatedthe

Hospital in Muskegon. Mich.
Susan VanBranteghem’75 Ansel works for Ottawa
Animal Clinic in Holland, Mich.
Jeanie Postmus ’75 Averill is a pan-time sales clerk
at Razzle Dazzle in Grandville, Mich.
Larry Balkema ’75 is a specialeducation teacher at

Harvey Staal ’43 was interviewedby a Grand Rapids,
1

1

Epistles of St. Paul

The Staal's

left

and Acts into English from Arabic.

on Nov. 20 to go

to

Cyprus. They hope

can work in the Arabian Gulf area.
Robert Burton ’49, a Grand Rapids (Mich ) physician

to get visas so they

,

.

was instrumentalin the passage of Michigan's safety
belt use
to

law. Robert was honored for outstandingservice

residentsof the state of Michiganat the Michigan

Health Officers annual meeting.

Theresa Staal ’49 is a delegate to the National White
House Conferenceon Small Business. Theresa is
chairman of the board of Newman Communications,a
media firm located in Grand Rapids, Mich.
50’s

the

supervisorfor qual ity

Jenison (Mich.) Public Schools.
Gary Belanus ’75 works for TSS-Seedman's in
Oceanside, N.Y.
James Beran ’75 is the
for Pacific Telesis

director of

market development

International
in San Francisco,Calif.

Kathryn Kitchenmaster’75 Berger is a reading and
math teacher for Lake Schools in Lake Odessa, Mich.

Macwood ’75

Bergert

is a

fifth grade teacherin

for

outstanding performanceand overallexcellence in
classroom. Carol was honored in May by her School

Company in New

Herbert

Wagemaker ’52

the director of

is

.

psychiatric

servicesat University Hospital in Louisville,Ky.
Shirley Terpening ’54 Miller lives with her daughter
and grandchildren in Lapeer, Mich.
Carol Kuyper ’56 DeWttt,kindergartenteacherin
Brook,

111.

,

was

a

recipient of

Oak

one of eight $ 1000 awards

Board for "creatingexcitement

in

learning for both

childrenand parents.”
Henry Stegenga ’56 is the pastor of Peace Reformed

Church in Zeeland, Mich.
Eugene Klaaren ’59 has written a book entitled:
Religious Origins of Modern Science.
George ’59 and Joyce Tysen ’62 Magee recently

Orleans, La.

Rudell Broekhuis ’75 works for Herman Miller, Inc.,
in Zeeland, Mich.
Dale Brokaw ’75 is a teacher with the Departmentof
DefenseDependentsSchools overseas.
Janet Koop ’75 Brondyke is a homemaker livingin
Holland , Mich. Janet has a wreath businessat Christmas
time.

celebrated20 years as missionariesto Japan with a

Sandra Brown ’75

involving eight churches in Hokkaido.The
churches expressed their appreciationto the Magees for

department of psychiatry in the school of medicine at

retreat

many years of continued ministry.

their

60’s
Henry Steffens ’61 is the product communications
manager for the urethanes department of Dow in
Midland, Mich.
Betty Vicha ’61 VanWyk is the city clerk of Oak Park,
111.

Elisabeth Talsma ’62 Bakker represented Nazareth
College of Rochester, N.Y., at the inaugurationof the
president of Kings College in Briarcliff Manor,
N.Y.
Nancy Grabinski ’63 Evers is teaching first grade in
Brandon ElementarySchool in Martin, Mich.
Margaret DeVelder ’63 Hougen is the manager of the

third

dental clinic of Boston's (Mass.) Children's Hospital.
Kelvin Kronemeyer ’63 is the pastor of Hope

Community Church in Orlando, Fla.
Ed ’63 and Linda VerMeer ’65 VanDam are taking
part in

a

faculty

exchange with a school,Cranbrook, in

Kent, England. They will be in England until next July.
June Davis ’64 Vanderlaan is an elementary teacher
in

the Fort Plain (N.Y.) Central School system.

RichardBennink ’65

is

the

directorofclinical pastoral

education and chaplain in adult services at Pine Rest
Christian Hospital in Grand Rapids, Mich.

Jay Van Hoven '66

is

the assistant superintendent for

financesof the Melvindale-Northern Allen Park (Mich.)

is

an assistant professor in the

the University of Califomia-San Diego.

Maryjo Walters ’75 Bruinooge is a

Colo.
Charles Langeland ’67
operations for

is

the

manager of international

Howmet Turbine Components Corpora-

Greenwich,Conn.
Timothy Dykstra ’68 is the associatedean for
instructionat Herkimer (N.Y.) County Community
tion in

College.

co-pastor at the

Marlene (Mich.) Presbyterian Churches.
David Buda ’75 is a travel counselor for Joumeycraft
Travel in New York City.
Harvey Burkhour ’75 is an area supervisor for
Michigan Protection& Advocacy Service for Developmentally disabled Citizens,Inc., in Jenison, Mich.
Joanna Gierveld’75 Butrymozicz is a sales assistant
for AeromaticInc., in Towaco, N.J.
Robert Carlson ’75 is a vice presidentat Old Kent
Bank of Holland, Mich.
Gordon Callam ’75 is a certified public account with
DeLong and Company in Holland, Mich.
Philip Ceeley ’75 is an assistant treasurerfor Carey
Petroleum Limited in New York City.
Edward Chavez ’75 is a dentistin privatepracticein
Wheaton, 111.
Judi Loebl ’75 Ching is an optician/rehabilitation
teacher for adult blind

at

Saratoga Vision Associates in

Claire

VanderMeulen’75 Gibbs

.

Paul Hendricks ’75 is a sixth grade teacher at Brooks (Mich.) Veterinary Clinic.
Annetta Miller ’75 is a writer, living in St. Petersburg,
Middle School in Detroit,Mich.
Fia.
Ann Hesselink ’75 is the director of international taxes
Sandra Balducci ’75 Miller is the advanced marketing
for PepsiCo, Inc. in Purchase, N.Y.
coordinator for Mutual Trust Life Insurance Company
Lester Hill ’75 is the assistant vice president for
in Oak Brook, 111.
Centerre Bank in St. Louis, Mo.
Bobette Aardema '75 Morgan is a sales representative
Debra Frifeldt ’75 Hinchman is an instructorfor
forC.V. Mosby/ Times Mirror living in Sarasota,Fla.
Central Texas College in Guam.
Linda Barthel ’75 Hinkle is a fitness directorfor the Robert Myers ’75 is a systems and programming
manager for Zonderman Corporation in Grand Rapids,
YWCA in High Point, N.C.
Mich.
Howard Hirsch ’75 is in accounting and financial
Janet Brevick ’75 Naymick is a teacherin the Whitehall
development with ElectronicData Systems Corporation
in

Dallas, Texas.

Kenneth Hoesch ’75 is an attorney in privatepractice
in Zeeland, Mich.
John Hudelson ’75 is a programmer analyst for Shell
Oil Company in Houston, Texas. John also published a
chapter entitled"InterfacingAnalysers to Computers"
in the AutomatedStream Analysisfor Process Control.
Shirley Jousma ’75 lannarone is a teacher at Elim
Christian School in Palos Heights,

art

the

co-chairperson for the

sales tent at Festival'86 in Grand Rapids, Mich.

Thomas Goodfellow '70 is an

adjunct instructorin

accounting at Russell Sage College in Delmar,N.Y.

Thomas Henderson

'70 is the research directorat

Cedarwood Medical Center in St. Joseph, Mich.
Robert DeMcester ’71 is a senior engineer at John
Deere in East Dubuque. 111.
Philip Grawburg '71 is pastor/teacherof Mount
Greenwood Reformed Church in Chicago,111.
Susan Buckman "72 is a member of the board ol
directorsfor the SouthwestFlorida Dance Theatre in
Fort Myers. Fla. She is choreographer and performing
member of the Company as well. Susan works for

III.

Corporation

in Ada, Mich.
Deborah Maxwell ’75 Cornellis an adult education
instructorin the Garden City (Mich.) Public Schools.
Paul Cornell ’75 is the manager of human factorsfor
Burroughs Corporation in Plymouth,Mich.

Nora Bauman ’75 Joyce is a teacherat East Kentwood
(Mich.) High School.
Dick Kamps ’75 is a surgeon at Muskegon (Mich.)

FACULTY POSITIONS FOR
BIOLOGY:Assistant Professor. Researchspecialtyopen. Ph.D. required, post-doctoral
experience preferred. Teachingresponsibilities
include comparativevertebrate anatomy,
general introductorybiology and appropriateupper-level courses. Will be expected to develop
a vigorous grant-supported research program involving undergraduates. (Paul Van Faasen)
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION: Ph.D. or D.B.A. required.Teachingmay include courses
in Management. Marketing, or Human Resources Management. Distinguished candidates are
.

eligiblefor

appoinlmentto an endowed professorship.(James Heisler. Economics and Business

Administration Dept.)

CHEMISTRY:

Experimentalphysical chemist. Assistant Professor. Ph D. required,
post-doctoral experience preferred. Will be expectedto developa vigorous grant-supported
program involving undergraduates. (WilliamMungall)
Candidatesshould have a strong backgroundin contemporary
communicationtheory, should possess strong interpersonaland public communicationskills,
and have leaching expertise in more than one of the following: communicationtheory,
organizational communication,public speaking, and introduction communicationprocess.
(Sharon
„
.

Mahood)
Dershem)

,

COMPUTER SCIENCE: PhD. preferred. 10-12crcdits of teaching per semester at all levels
plus supervision of upperclass majors' projects.Outside consulting

EDUCATION:

encouraged.(Herb

..
possibilityfor renewal in

Ph. D preferred.Three-year term appointment
with
Departmentof Education. Major responsibilitywill be in the area of secondary education.
Both education and experiencein the teaching of science at the secondaryand/or middle
school level is required. (Dan
.
FOREIGN LANGUAGES & LITERATURE: Position in Classics.Ph D. required.Major
responsibilities
include the teaching of Greek and Latin at all levels,with emphasison Greek;
participationin a team-taught course integratingclassicalGreek with all aspects of ancient
Greek culture, and conductingsummer study programs in Greece.(Ion T. Agheana)
MATHEMATICS: Assistant Professor. Ph D. required. Ability to teach advanced
undergraduate
courses required. Researchand scholarly activityinvolving undergraduates
stronelv cncouratted. (John Van Iwaarden)
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Godfrey-LeePublic Schools in Wyoming, Mich.
Jean Boven ’75 Norden is a full-timemom and head
of the nursery at New Hope Reformed Church at at
which her husband, Steve '74, is pastor.
Jeffrey Pelt ’75

is

the

automotive products manager for

Prince Corporation in Holland, Mich.
Cynthia Arnold ’75 Pocock is the associatedirector

is

MichiganAssociated Corp. in Grand Rapids, Mich.
MichaelKincheloe ’75 is the pastor at TrinityLutheran
Church in East Berlin. Pa.
Cheryl King ’75 is a financialconsultant for Digital
Equipment Corporation in Stow, Mass.
Virginia Agre ’75 Kiser is a homemaker livingin
Greensboro, N.C.

Amway

(Mich.) School system.
Loralee Norden ’75 is a teacher and coach in the

an English as a second for annual funds at Hope College.
Patricia Kiser ’75 Popenoe is a homemaker livingin
language instructor in the English Department at SUN Y
- Potsdam,N.Y. Karen is also the linguistics/special Corvallis,Ore.
Sue Poppink ’75 is a researchassociate with The Urban
assistant to the presidentof SUNY - Potsdam.

Karen Johnson-Weiner ’75

(S.C.) College.
David Cluley ’75

scientist with

Community Fund Raisers.Inc., in Oxford. Mich.
Raymond Lubberts’75 is an orthodontistin Westlake
Village,Calif.

the personnel

Surgical Associates.
Kimberly Karsten ’75 is the officemanager at West

is a

an elementary teacher in the

Mary Koeppe ’75 Luidens is doing a residencyat the
Deborah Norg ’75 Gillam is an animal technician for Albany (N.Y.) Medical Center.
Robert Luidens ’75 is the pastor of Altamont(N.Y.)
Upjohn Company in Kalamazoo, Mich.
Jane Goeman ’75 works for Sun ElectricCorporation Reformed Church.
Vaughn Maatman ’75 is the directorand campus
in Livonia. Mich.
ministerfor United Christian Fellowship in Bowling
James Hale ’75 is the owner of M . Hale Company Inc ,
Green. Ohio.
in South Haven, Mich.
Bruce Martin ’75 is a family physician in private
Thomas Hallquist ’75 is a dentist in private practice in
practicein Grand Haven, Mich.
Oshkosh, Wis.
Jacqueline Masters ’75 is a researchtechnicianin the
Christina Hansen ’75 is a systems engineer for
vegetable crops department at Cornell University in
ElectronicData Systems in Flint, Mich.
Rebecca Hartman ’75 is an obstetrician/gynecologist Ithaca,N.Y.
Susan Meeusen ’75 is a veterinarianat East Holland
at Carbondale (III.)Clinic.

COMMUNICATION:

MaryLou Boegma ’70 was

Mo.

is

supervisor for Harris Corporation in Melbourne,Fla.

research

70’s

is

Pamela Leestma ’75

Saratoga Springs, N.Y.
Neil Clark ’75 is the dean of admissions at Newberry

School District.

Robert De Sawal ’67 is a cartographer for the U.S.
Geological Survey. Rocky Mountain Mapping Center,
National Cartographic Information Center in Denver,

Bellflower (Calif.) ChristianSchools.
Jill Morrone ’75 Lewis is the vice president/owner of

analyst for Mark Twain Bancshares in St. Louis,

the

and his wife

were presented with a trip of their choice,

consultant manager for Diamond Savings and Loan in

curriculum coordinator for ClarksvilleElementary.

Columbus (Ohio) Public School system.
Kathy Jo Blaske ’75 is the ministerof Christian
education at Third ReformedChurch in Holland, Mich.
Thomas Bock ’75 is an optometristin Zeeland , Mich
Claire Campbell ’75 Boersma is a substituteteacher
livingin Hudsonville, Mich.
William Boersma ’75 is the associateminister at
Fellowship Reformed Church in Hudsonville, Mich.
Daniel Boote ’75 is a vice president for Bank of
America,livingin Wilmette, III.
Bradley Broekstra’75 is a geologist with Davis Oil

years of service to that congregation.David

Holland (Mich.) Public School system.

Cincinnati,Ohio.
Kitty Thomas ’75 Garcia is the credit card support

the

Robert Klein ’75 is the area director of Young Life in
Grove City, Ohio.
John Kloosterboer’75 is a school psychologist in the
Sheboygan (Wis.) Area School District.
John Koeppe ’75 is a math and computerscience
instructor at Immaculata(Pa.) College.
Kenneth Kooistra ’75 is a technicalanalyst for
BurroughCorporation in Detroit,Mich.
Marta Kraay ’75 is self employed and living in
Chicago,111.
Steven Kupres ’75 is the Carolina's controllerfor
Arthur Andersen & Company living in Matthews, N.C.
David LaGrand ’75 is the manager of the parts business
segment for Borg-Wamer in York, Pa.
Randall Lawrence ’75 is a science teacher,cross
country coach and administrativeintern at Washingtonville (N.Y.) Junior High School.
William Lawton ’75 is a fifth grade teacher in the

Massachusetts in Boston.
Debra Herchenroder ’75 Faas is the mortgageloan

During the 85-86 school year Kathryn will be the
Joan

David Muyskens ’51 was honoredby the First
ReformedChurch in New Brunswick, N.J., for his ten

is

Sara Hoebeke ’75 Cowall is an associateresearch
directorfor Tracy-Locke,Inc., in Dallas.Texas.
Jeanette Gaige ’75 Davidson is the directorof social
servicesfor Kingsway Arms Nursing Center, Inc., in
Schenectady, N.Y.
William De Block ’75 is an audio engineer for the
American Broadcasting Co., Inc. in New York City.
Mary Vlieger ’75 De Young is a part-timeinstructor
in the math department at Hope College.
Steven De Young ’75 is a clock customer service
coordinator for Sligh Furniture in Holland. Mich.
Ronald Dimon ’75 is the owner of Dimon Construction
in Fayetteville.
N.Y.
Joan Donaldson ’75 is a part-owner in Pleasant Hill
Farm in Fennville, Mich.
Carol Hoekstra ’75 Echenique is a medical social
worker at Borgess Medical Center in Kalamazoo,Mich.
David Edwards ’75 works for the University of

Paul)

J

.

Washington,D.C.
Kurt Pugh ’75 is an account executive with KellerMoleski Associates in Kalamazoo,Mich.
David Rawlings ’75 is a clinical neuropsychologist at
Mary Free Bed RehabilitationCenter in Grand Rapids,
Mich.
Lynne Waller ’75 Remo is a social worker for adoptions
Institute in

at

Children's Home Society in St. Petersburg, Fla.

Diane Hartjc ’75 Rivas is a teacher on

a

one year

maternity leave from Bethel School District in Spana-

way. Wash.
Jerry Root ’75

is a sixth

grade teacher in Lakeview

1986-1987

MUSIC: Terminal

degree preferred.Teach upper brass (trumpet and/or french horn): conduct
jazz ensembleand direct jazz improvisation program; possess sufficientbackgroundand interest
in music in general studies. (Stuart Sharp)
N U RSING A vail able January,/9S6— Two one-half time appointments
:

for

spring semester.

—

Clinical preparation in acute adult nursing care. Available August. 1986
One lull-time
position and one faculty leave replacementfor fall semester. Clinical preparation in acute
adult nursing care. Available January.1986
Teacher-Practitioner,appointed jointly by
clinicaleducation center, Butterworth
Hospital, and Hope-Calvm Departmentol Nursing.
Should have clinicalpreparationin nursing care of adults.Requirements:
Masters degree
Nursing includingclinicalpreparation and two years clinicalnursing practice.Doctoral degree
preferred. Experiencein teaching desired. (Cynthia
„
PHILOSOPHY: AssistantProfessor. PhD. required.Areas of competence:politicalisocial/

—

m

Kiclinen)

legalphilosophy preferred,or aesthetics.All department

members teach core courses in ancient

and modem philosophy. (Merold Westphal)

POLITICAL SCIENCE:

Assistant Professor. Ph

D. required. Areas of competence,
introductory classes in American Government, ComparativeGovernments of Europe,bar
East. Middle East, Public Administration/ Public Policy, Soviet Government, and State and
Local Government. (James M.
_ _ „
_ .
,
THEATRE: Assistant Professor; director/teacherwith M E A or Ph D in Ineatre with
trainingcomparableto the M.F.A. Experience in teaching and directingbeyondthe graduate
assistantlevel.Must demonstratebackgroundand interestin dialogue between the Christian
faithand thought and theatre art. (George Ralph)
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS:Commitment to qualityundergraduate leaching and to the
character and goals of the College.
RANK AND SALARY: Tenure-track with rank open, unless specified.Salary dependent
upon qualificationsand experience.
APPLICATIONPROCEDURE: Consideration of applicants began on December I, iy»5.
Submit curriculumvitae to: Chairperson(above). Hope College, Holland. Michigan 49423

Zoetewey)

_

_

_

HOPE COLLEGE COMPLIES WITH FEDERAL AND STATE REQUIREMENTS
FOR NON-DISCRIMNATIONIN

EMPLOYMENT.

SEVENTEEN

ElementarySchool in Holland, Mich.
Michel Ruch ’75 is a privatepracticepsychologist in
Grand Rapids, Mich., and the supervising staff
psychologist at Pine Rest Christian Hospital.
Vicki Wiegerink ’75

Rumpsa is a

licensedfamily day

Hudson Radiologists in Troy, N.Y.
Linda Guth ’75 Trout is a first grade teacher in the
East Grand Rapids (Mich.) Public School system.
Nancy Van Heest ’75 Vanden Berg is a reading teacher
for

the Lafayette (Ind.)School Corporation.

Jeffery

Riemersma’76, former

the Bank of Alma, Mich.

Kathy VandeZande’80 Fairbanksis a teacherin the
White River (S.D.) School system.
Kathleen Smith ’80 Foster works with a co-op nursery

Philip Dejong ’77 will become the managingeditor of

school in Cranbury, N.J.

WorldwideChallenge, a bi-monthly magazine publica- Sharon Felton ’80 Gambino is an account officerfor
tion of Campus Crusadefor Christ, in January, 1986.
I.B.M. Poughkeepsie (N.Y.) EmployeesFederalCredit
David Van de Roovart ’78 is the Calhoun County
Union.
(Mich.) deputy treasurer.
Delia Ganley ’80 is a senior analyst programmer for
BradfordBingel ’79 is working for computer sciences
Campbell Soup Company in Camden, N.J.
corporation at NASA/Langley Research Center in
MarilaineCampbell ’80 Gilletteis a staff tax
Hampton, Va.
accountant with Weaver & Tidwell, CPAs in Fort
Worth, Texas.
Matthew McNally '79 is a lieutenant in the U.S. Naval
Robert Giusto ’80 is a chemist for Fritzsche,Dodge &
Reserve Dental Corp located at the Naval Air Station in
Olcott Inc., in East Hanover,N.J.
Pensacola, Fla.
Timothy Griffin ’80 is a residentin pediatricsfor
Carl Toren ’79 is doing a pediatricsresidency at
Children Memorial Hospital in Chicago, 111.
Children's Memorial Hospital in Chicago,111.
Craig Groendyk ’80 is the controllerfor Total Group
Services, Inc., in Grand Rapids, Mich.
80’s
Paul Hartje ’80 is the production manager for
Photocircons Corporation in Glen Cove, N.Y.
Samuel Aidala '80 is an associateprogrammer for
Debra Dykhouse ’80 Hass is a self employedproperty
I.B.M. in Kingston, N.Y.
manager in Spring Lake, Mich.
Susan Sharp ’80 Anker is a clinical socialworker/inConnie Wehner ’80 Hernandez is the export coorterim supervisorfor Beacon Day Treatment in Romulus,
dinator of the international
divisionfor Squirt &
Mich.
Company in Holland, Mich.
Carol Arnoldink ’80 is a specialeducation teacher at
James Hoekstra ’80 is a residentin emergency
James Giles School in Norridge, 111.
medicine at the University of Cincinnati.
Rodney Austin ’80 is a teacher and athletic trainer at
Karen Hoogerwerf ’80 is a case manager for Kent
Jefferson High School in San Antonio, Texas.
Client Services in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Sandra Blodgett ’80 Bader is a systems engineer for Mark Howard ’80 has just returned from three and a
I.B.M. in Green Bay, Wis.
half years in the Peace Corps and is currentlyunVicki Bailey ’80 is an administrativeassistantfor The
employed.
Centennial Group in Lansing, Mich.
Ruth VanSlooten’80 Howard is the product manager
Hugh Bartels ’80 is the managerof data processing for
for USCP marketing for S.C. Johnson& Son, Inc., in
ODL Inc., in Zeeland, Mich.
Racine, Wis.
Mary Van Dis ’80 Bauman is a law clerk for Miller. Susan Howell ’80 is the director of Christianeducation
Canfield, Paddock & Stone in Grand Rapids, Mich.
for the Newark (Del.) United Methodist Church.
Kenneth Bekkering ’80 is a computer systems analyst
David Huizen ’80 is a safety specialist for Meijer Inc. ,
for Michigan Education Data Network Association in
in Grand Rapids, Mich.
East Lansing, Mich.
Laura Maatman ’80 Huizenga is a second grade
Gordon Benes ’80 works for Ames Supply in Downers
teacher at Timothy Christian Elementary School in
Grove, 111.
Elmhurst, 111. ,

Timothy Vander Haar ’75 is the pastor of Central
Reformed Church in Muskegon, Mich.
David Vander Heide ’75 is the appraiser-analystfor
assistant professor in the
department of zoology at Miami Universityin Hamilton, the City of Holland, Mich.
Jerry Vander Veen ’75 is an executive vice president
Ohio.
for M.W. Vander Veen Company in Kalamazoo,Mich.
Marion Fowke ’75 Sarkar is a GC/MS analyst for
Steven Van Doornik ’75 is a physician with the Holland
Enseco Inc., in Cambridge,Mass.
(Mich.) Neurological Association.
Michele White ’75 Schaffer is a Spanish teacher at
Donald Van Oostendorp ’75 is the pastor of evangelism
Annapolis, Md.
and congregational care at First Reformed Church in
Kenneth Schmidt ’75 is a systems analyst for the
Zeeland, Mich.
County of Macomb in Mt. Clemens, Mich.
Richard Van Oss ’75 is a third grade teacher in the
Mary Zondervan ’75 Schouten is a youth and family
Ravenna (Mich.) Public School system.
therapistat Upper Valley Youth Services in Lebanon,
Mark Van Voorst ’75 is the directorof residence at
N.H.
theJeffersonRehabilitationCenterin Watertown,N.Y.
David Smith ’75 is the directorof human resources at
Susan Glerum '75 Van Voorst is an elementary
Rose Johnson Inc., in Grand Rapids, Mich.
vocal/generalmusic teacherin the LaFargeville(N.Y.)
Laura Wheatley ’75 Smith is a elementary school
Central School system.
teacherat Maple Valley Schools in Vermontville, Mich.
Debra Dowlyn ’75 Vivian is a medical technologistat
Marilyn Spreng ’75 is a teacher in the Wyoming
Mercy Hospital in Cadillac,Mich.
(Mich.) Public School system.
Glenn Wagner ’75 is the associatepastor at Faith United
Joan Hondorp ’75 Stafford is a elementary teacherin
Methodist Church in Freeport, 111.
the Godwin Heights PublicSchool system in Wyoming,
Nancy Oosting ’75 Wagner is a private piano instructor
Mich.
in Freeport, 111.
DouglasStaley ’75 is the managerof Caldor's Inc. , in
Luann Traut '75 Warren is the assistant vice president
Newburgh, N.Y.
and legal counsel for Wayne (Mich.) Bank.
Deborah Weiss ’75 Sturtevant is a socialworker in
Janice Wassenaar-Maatman
’75 is a campus minister
the Ravenna (Mich.) Public School system.
with United Christian Fellowship in Bowling Green,
Dennis Sturtevant’75 is the executive directorof
Ohio.
CatholicHuman Developmentin Grand Rapids, Mich.
Patrick Welch '75 is the vice president/controller
for
Judy Meyering ’75 Suzenaar is the assistant manager
KPNX Broadcasting Company in Phoenix, Ariz.
at Printing Unlimited in Palm Bay, Fla.
Mary Weston ’75 is a seventh grade teacher in the
Barbara Brehm ’75 Taylor is the director of Newland
White Pigeon (Mich.) Community School system.
(N.C.) Child Development Center.
Deborah Pirmann ’75 Wharton works for Armored
Dennis Te Beest ’75 is the associatepastor at Hope
Motor Service Corporation in Trenton, N.J.
Church in Holland, Mich.
Janice Bares ’75 White is a third grade teacherin the
Laurie Adolph ’75 Temple is a high school English
Peach Plains Elementary School in Grand Haven, Mich.
teacher in the Morrison(III.)Community School
Kristin Bennett
Donald Wickstra ’75 is a dentist in private practicein
care provider. She runs Vicki's Family Day Care in

Grand Rapids, Mich.
Ann Rypstra ’75 is an

chief assistant

prosecuting attorney, is now in the loan department of

’80

is a

teacherin the Livingston (N.J.)

District.

Hamilton, Mich.

Public School system.

Geraldine Tensen-Eadie’75 is a homemaker and was
named the first alternatefor the 1985 Outstanding
Michigan Farm Woman at the Michigan Farm Bureau
annual meetinglast December.
Jared Thomas ’75 is an associate in radiology at East

Daniel Wiersma ’75 works for Flatland,Hinners &
Company in Northfield, 111.
John Brown ’76 is the manager and counsel for
corporate governmentaffairs for Amway Corporation in

John Beuker ’80 joined the law firm of Groce, Locke
& Hebdon in San Antonio, Texas.
Andrew Binder ’80 is the treasurer for Jarvis Engineering Company in Lyons, 111.

Ada, Mich.

Andrew Birner
for

WINTER HAPPENING

A

Saturday, February 8

FOCUS

ON
WELLNESS

^

45

a.

9:

15

a.

m.
m.

Registration, Dow Center

Seminars, Dow Center
Exercise - Why? When? What? How?
Nutrition - Myths, Fantasies, Facts
Stress Management - T echniques for Busy People

The Hope Dance Department
conclusionofthe seminars.
1 1

:

15

a.

m.

will

presentaprogram

at

the

A Rendezvous with History, DeWitt Center Tlieatre

TO BUILD

A

BETTER

WORLD

The Universe of

Aristotle,Newton & Einstein
Our “not-for-prime-time professors” portray well known
historicallyinfluential people through costume and dialogue.

1 2:

45

p.

3:

00

p.

3:

00

p.

m.
m.
m.

Luncheon, DeWitt Center Kletz
Men’s Basketball vs. Concordia,Civic Center
(Jazz Concert after the game)

Women’s Basketball

vs.

Aquinas, Dow Center

Child care available by reservation

CONTACT ALUMNI OFFICE FOR BROCHURE
AND REGISTRATION FORM
616-392-5111, ext

EIGHTEEN

2030

is a

senior

Ann Moored ’80 Boss is a

systems program analyst

fourth grade teacher at

Naples, Italy.

Lynn Davis ’80 Jeffery works for The Memorial
Hospital in Owosso, Mich.
Mary Peterson ’80 Johannes is the federal regulatory
attorney for the American Bankers Association in
Washington,D.C.
Philip Johnson ’80 is a crisis worker for The Ark for
Runaways in Kalamazoo, Mich.
Robert Johnson '80 is a Campus Life coordinator for
North Area Youth for Christ in Mt. Prospect, 111.
Thomas Kasten ’80 is the industrial hygienistfor BASF
Wyandotte in Wyandotte,Mich.
Thomas Keizer ’80 is a programmer analyst for First
of America Computer Services in Kalamazoo, Mich.
Arthur Kurtze ’80 works for Texas Instruments in
McKinney, Texas.
Kathy Nyenhuis ’80 Kurtze, after five years of

Inwood ElementarySchool in Houston,Texas.
David Boundy ’80 is a senior software engineer for
Pixel!Systems, Inc., in Woburn, Mass.
Diane Barr '80 Brace is a mental health therapistat
Woodbum Center for Community Mental Health in
Annandale, Va. Diane was admitted to the Academy of
CertifiedSocial Workers last May.
Steven Bratschie ’80 is an attorneywith MillerJohnson
Snell & Commiskeyin Grand Rapids, Mich.
David Brines ’80 is an English teacher at Petoskey
(Mich.) High School.
teachingin a middle school , has resigned to stay home
David Bruins ’80 is a certified public accountant with with her children.
Reznick, Fedder & Silvermanin Bethesda, Md.
Patricia LaFontaine ’80 is the business manager for
Kathy Shiflett’80 Burmeister is a homemaker in
Great Lakes Ford, Inc., in Muskegon, Mich.
Holland, Mich.
Janet Lawrence ’80 is the operations manager for
John Byl ’80 is a lawyer with Warner, Norcross & Judd
Lawrence Healthcare Administrative Services in
in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Schenectady, N.Y.
Daven Claerbout ’80 is a production manager for
Brian Leak ’80 is the education and training coordinator
DutchlandPlasticsin Oostburg, Wis.
for Rochester Products Division in Coopersville,Mich.
Linda Baker ’80 Condal is a registeredphysical
Jennifer Lehman ’80 is the assistant to the chairman
therapist

8:

’80

Zenith ElectronicsCorporation in Glenview,111.

Steven Hulst ’80 is a first grade teacher for the U.S.
Government teaching children of militarypersonnel in

with Mountainside Hospitalin Montclair, N.J.

Michael Conti ’80 is a salesperson with Gonnella
Baking Company in Schaumburg, 111.
Jeff Cordes ’80 is the directorof corporate planning
for Pillowtex Corporation in Dallas, Texas.
Sally Boers ’80 Cote is a full-timemother living in
Holland, Mich.
Shelley Harnden ’80 Cote is a teacher for Kandu
Industriesand adult education for West Ottawa and
Holland, Mich.
Louis Czanko ’80 is the director of retailoperationsfor
Stark & Company Food Brokerage in Farmington Hills,
Mich.
Lena Daniels ’80 teaches voice privatelyand through
a school for the arts in the Washington, D.C. area. Lena
also teaches music to nursery through fifth grade
children at a privateday school.
Gerald Decker ’80 is a fifth grade teacher in the
Sheboygan (Wis.) Christian School.
Todd De Young ’80 is a graduate student in business
at The University of Michigan. Todd had worked for
Haworth in Hollandfor five years.
Patricia Drake ’80 Chaplain is the assistant vice
president for IndustrialPainting Contractor in Wayne,
N.J.
Julie Drozd ’80 is a structural engineer for United
Engineers & Constructors in Philadelphia,Pa.

Mark Ennis ’80 is the pastor of Community Church of
Hoboken, N.J.
Pamela Pater ’80 Ennis is the director of the resource
center on aging at the Reformed Church Ministriesto
the Aging in Irvington,N.J.

of Petro-Lewis Corporation in Denver, Colo.

Cindy Fowler ’80 Leu is a para-professionalwith
Rainbows United in Wichta, Kan.
Jenni Liggett ’80

is

the

budget and cost accountant for

Borgess MedicalCenter in Kalamazoo, Mich.

Glenn Luther ’80
critical care for

is

a registerednurse in medical

Medical College Hospital in Toledo,

Ohio.
Nancy Nearpass ’80 Lynch

RMC,

Inc., in Chicago,

is

the officer

manager for

111.

Brenda Dieterman ’80 Mackinnonis a wife and
mother livingin Grand Rapids, Mich.
Geneva Malone ’80 is a customer servicerepresentative
for Spring Arbor Distributorsin Belleville,Mich.
Gary Markert ’80 works for SignodeCorporation in
Glenview,111.
Beth Bischoff ’80 Marrie is the New England area
supervisor for Woman's World Health Spa's in
Watertown,Mass.
Susan Marvin ’80 is a law clerk for the Florida
Association for Retarded Citizens in Tallahassee, Fla.

Lynne Maxwell ’80

is a teacher for the South Haven
(Mich.) Public School system.

Robert Miller ’80 is a staff engineer for Universal
RecordingCorporation in Chicago,III.
Carol Mohrlock '80 is a learningdisabilities teacher
for the Ann Arbor (Mich.) Public School system.
Douglas Mulvaney ’80 is an attorney with Stutsman
and Stevens in Elkhart, Ind.
Jennifer Nielsen ’80 Mulvaney is the continuity
directorfor

WTRC

Radio in Elkhart, Ind.

Judith Schaffer’80

Muxlow

is a

specialeducation
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teacher in the Marlette (Mich.) Community School

James Stokes

system.
Paul Nora ’80 is a physician in family practice.

Lewis, Michell & Hughes in Syracuse, N.Y.
Patricia Walker ’80 Stokes is the communications

Richard Northuis’80

specialist for producer

is a

graduate student at Grand

'80

attorneywith Mackenzie, Smith,

an

is

and industryrelations for Eastern

Valley State College in Allendale, Mich.
Ross Nykamp ’80 is the vice presidentof sales/promo-

Milk Producers in Syracuse, N.Y.
Lori Anderson ’80 Ter Keurst is a chemistry and

Com-

physics teacher for Catholic Central High School in

tion for the

Holland (Mich.) Area Chamber of

Redford, Mich.

merce.

Barbara Arneson ’80 Osburn

is the

department administratorfor Squirt &

paralegal/law

Company in

Holland. Mich.
John Peachey ’80 works for Peachey’s Catering in
Arcadia, Ind.
Steve Peachey ’80 is the general manager for

JD

Restaurants,Inc., in Tipton, Ind.
Ericka Peterson '80 is the owner/designer of Wildgirl
Accessories in Brooklyn, N.Y.
Jack Petiet ’80 is the associationmanufacturing chemist
for

Buick-Oldsmobile-Cadillac Group of General

Motors in Lansing, Mich.
Katrina Picha ’80 Boedeker is the music

therapist

for

William Ter Keurst ’80 is in customer education for
EDS in Troy, Mich.
Rhonda Throndset ’80 is the interrelated resource
teacher for Ridgeview Middle School in Atlanta,Ga.
Paul Toren ’80 is the senior research chemist for
Monsanto Company in St. Louis, Mo.
Marcia Urbanick ’80 is the assistant director for VMS
Realty, Inc., in Chicago, 111.
John Van Arendonk ’80 is doing a residency at

Bon

Secours Hospital in Grosse Pointe, Mich.
Douglas Vander Meulen ’80 is a dentistin private
practicein Marshall, Mich.
Judith Cook ’80 VanderZwaagis a programmer/

BASF Wyandotte in

Northeastern Center, Inc., in Kendallville,Ind.

analyst for

Anne Powe

Daniel Van Eerden ’80 is an instructorat Calvin

’80

is

the

magazine coordinatorfor Spring

Arbor Distributorsin Belleville,Mich.
Bruce Quay '80 is the regionalmanager for Heldor
Industriesin Newton, Mass.
Charles Ranson ’80 is the investment broker for Legg
Mason Wood Walker in Washington,D.C.
Keith Reschke ’80 is a science teacher and coach for
Naperville (111.)Central High School.
Sally Berger ’80 Reschke is a learning disabilities
teacherfor Downers Grove (111.)South High School.
Marianne Rice ’80 Plaunt is a research associatefor

Holland, Mich.

Springfield,Va.
Elissa VanGent ’80 Webster is a homemaker in
in

is

contributeshould send their gifts to John Nordstrom,

DevelopmentOffice, Dona Paterson Memorial Fund.
Arad Riggs, former Board of Trustees member
died on Sept. 30, 1985, in Bronxville,N.Y., from
cardiac arrest following minor surgery.

He had

an attorneyfor Farm Labor

Research Project,Inc., in Toledo, Ohio.
Lisle Westfall ’80 Woehrle is a kindergarten teacher
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Rich is also the Western Michiganarea representative
the Fellowship of Christian Athletes.
Anne Carey ’83 is the recreationmanager at Quail
for

Ranch Resort and Country Club in Palm Springs, Calif.

Tim Custer
of

’83

is

youth director

Douglaston , N Y
.

.

,

at

Community Church

and continues his studies

at

New

BrunswickSeminary.
Gary Graeff '83 is a softwarespecialist in East Lansing,
Mich.
Pam Kyros '83 is the production artist for Creel
Associates Inc., in Oak Brook, III.
Daniel Kragt '83

is a

graduate studentat The University

of Michiganin Ann Arbor.

THIRTY

ONE

day to make your
contribution to Hope College and have it credited,
for Michigan and federal
income tax purposes, to
this calendar year.

is the last

John Moolenaar ’83 is workingon a M B A. at The
University of Michigan in Ann Arbor.
John Ratmeyer ’83, a medical student,was one of 35
young people chosen to be a steward at the Central
Committee Meetingof the WCC this last summer in
Buenos Aires, Argentina. John also spent three weeks
volunteering with RCA missionaries in Honduras.
Karen Kossen '84 Custer is a first grade teacherin the
Long Island area.
Brian Gibbs ’84 is teaching English in Scharding,
Austria and livingin Passau, West Germany.
Kim Beyer ’84 Kooyers is a graduate studentat Purdue
University.

Anna Kalmbach

'84

Kragt is a graduatestudentat The

Dr. and Mrs. A. Livingston Wamshuis Scholarship
Fund. He was one of the original members of the Second

deaths
Sherry Van Eenwyk ’68

Century Club.

Mr. Riggs

Ammerman

died

on Sept.

II, 1985. in Rochester, N.Y., from a motorcycle
accident.

Mrs. Ammerman is survived by her husband, Marc
and two daughters, Rebecca and Elizabeth.
Gene Babcock ’45 died in May. 1985. in Spring
Lake, Mich.
MachineryCo.
He

is

in

Grand Haven. Mich.

Gerald, James, John, Mark and Robert.
Earl Beerbower ’37 died on Nov. 2, 1985, in

Rapids, Mich.

He held a medical degree from The University of
Michigan.He did his internal medicine residency at
Blodgett Hospitaland served as a member of the medical
staff of the Michitan Veterans Facility from 1964 to
1984.
Dr. Roelofs is survived by his wife, Barbara; a
grandson; his parents, Steve and Mabel Roelofs; a
brotherKeith;two sisters, Ruth Van Klompenbergand

Clearwater, Fla.
He was an engineer with General Motors until his
retirement.He is survived by his wife, Vera Kirchner

Betty Miller;several nieces and nephews.
Delia Hoffman ’28

Rozeboomdied on

Oct. 30,

1985, in Holland, Mich.
Her husband, G.B. Rozeboom '28 died in March,
1983. She is survived by a son, Calvin; a daughter,
Myra Rozeboom; five grandchildren and three greatgrandchildren.

Floyd Spencer ’50 died on Aug. 22, 1985,

in

Rochester, N.Y., from cancer.

He was

a dentist.

Dr. Spencer is survived by his wife, Joanne; three
sons, Jonathan, Timothy and Christopher; a brother,
Robert, his mother, Arlene Spencer; and nieces.

Gertrude Steketee ’17 died Nov. 15 in Largo, Fla.
She attended Hope and the University of Michigan
and graduated from PresbyterianSchool of Nursing.
She is survived by a sister Beatrice Diekema; and
nieces and nephews.
Floyd VanderMeer’25 died on Sept. 24, 1985, in
Grand Rapids, Mich.
He held a master's degree from The University of
Michiganand also took graduate courses at Columbia
University.He taught three years at St. John's High

salesman for Steketee-Van Huis Inc.
is

survived by his wife, Frieda; a son,

daughter, Tamara; two sons, Robert and Steven; one

survived by his wife, Margaret; and five sons,

Mr. Klaasen

is

Robert; and a daughter Meredith Spangler.
Charles Roelofs ’56 died on Nov. 10, 1985, in Grand

survived by his wife, Marjorie

Scholten '35; a son, Robert '61; a daughter. Mary

School and 40 yearsof history in Battle Creek (Mich.)
Central High School. In BattleCreek he was a tennis
coach for 10 years and an audio-visualcoordinator for
15 years.
Mr. VanderMeeris survived by his wife, Jane Welling
'25 VanderMeer;a daughter, Carol VanderMeer ’59
Bechtel; and three grandchildren.Memorials may be
given to Hope College.

sympathy

to

The Rev. Ronald ’61 and Jean Schregardus ’62
Beyer in the death of their son, David Mark.

marriages
John Beery '83 and Anne Livingston '86, Aug. 31,
1985, Midland, Mich.
Scott Donnerhack '86 and Karen Thompson, Sept.

21, 1985, Holland, Mich.
Vanderbeek'66; five grandchildren;one brother, Lester;
Randall Drenth and Susan Neustel '86, Sept. 14,
two sisters, Celia Hamlin and Ruth Wassenaar; and
1985, Kalamazoo,Mich.
several nieces and nephews. Memorialsmay be given
Jonathan Fowler '84 and Linda Van Voorhis '85, June
to Hope College.
8, 1985, Kingston, N.Y.
Carl Marcus ’40 died on April 15, 1985, in Holland,
James Houtman '85 and Penny Nienhuis, Sept. 14,
Mich.
1985, Holland, Mich.
He worked for many years as a manager for Bell
John Imperatore and Deborah Hanson '83, Sept. 21
Telephone.
1985, Hackensack,N.J.
Mr. Marcus is survived by his wife, Helen VanKooy
Kevin Little and LuanneRamaccia '80, Sept. 1, 1985,
'41 Marcus; two sons, James ’69 and Marc; and one
Wyckoff, N.J.
daughter, Mary Engel.
Michael Mars and Frea Westerveld '82, Sept. 7,
,

Retta Pas ’ 16 died on Oct. 29. 1985

,

in Pella,

Iowa,

after a

1985. Palos Heights. 111.
Alfred Medendorp ’80 and Karen Seelman, Aug. 10,

of Michigan. She taught school in Holland and

1985, Holland, Mich.
Ken Neevel '84 and Sara Renkes ’84, Aug. 24, 1985,

long illness.
She also had a master’s degree from The University

Kalamazoo,Mich., and Annville Institute in Kentucky.
She also taughtEnglish at Hope College. After graduate
study in New York, she served as director of Christian
education at severalchurches.
Miss Pas is survived by a sister, Viola Geegh; a
brother.Henry Pas ’24; and nieces and nephews.
Dona Sluyter ’50 Patterson died on Oct. 23, 1985,
in

Pitman. N.J., following an apparent heart attack

She had been a library media specialist
(N.Y.) High School.

at

Albany

Morrison, III.
John Shashaguayand JenniferBrady '82, Sept. 7,
1985, Douglas, Mich.
Michael Schipper '85 and Lori Bonecutter, July 13,
1985, Kalamazoo,Mich.
Carl Toren '79 and Margaret Crandell, Mar. 23, 985
1

Chicago,

,

III.

Gregory Wendling '82 and Kathryn Lucas, Oct.

5.

1985, Winston-Salem,
N.C.

Mrs. Pattersonis survived by two daughters,Deborah
Fairchildand Beth Fairchild;two sons, Michael

Environmental Services in Holland, Mich.

Fairchildand Daniel Fairchild;and two grandchildren.

Lisa Christ ’85 teachessecond grade at Douglas (Mich. )

A group of Hope classmates is planning a gift to the
new libraryin her memory. Persons desiringto
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Board of Trustees member from

College throughout his life.In 1984, he establishedthe

University of Michigan in Ann Arbor.
Christine Bruins '85 works for Western Michigan

Elementary School.

a

1953-71 and he maintained contact and interest in the

Center Grove School in Randolph,N.J.

(Mich.) Reformed Church on a one day a week basis.

L.L.B. degree from Harvard Law School.

York City. He was

'39 Beerbower;two daughters, Betty Kissinger and
Mary Lang; two grandchildren, a sister Hazel Dangremond.
Jeffrey Wetherbee ’80 is a rental manager for Waters
WinfieldBurggraaff’22 died on Oct. 1, 1985, in
the University of Tennessee Center for the Health
Building Corporation in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Staten Island,N.Y.
Sciences in Memphis, Tenn.
Nancy Geldersma ’80 Wood is a sales administrator
He served as pastor to severaleastern churches.
Tim Rudd ’80 is a tax accountant for Cornell Oil
for Herman Miller, Inc. , living in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Dr. Burggraaff is survived by his wife, Agnes; one
Company in Dallas, Texas.
Timothy Wood ’80 is in sales for FitzpatrickElectric
son, Winfield '61; and one daughter, Gertrude. 60'
Lori DeWitt ’80 Rumley is a homemaker livingin
Supply in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Ruth Nibbelink’26 Comstock died Nov. 16, in
Constance Klungle ’80 Zoodsma is in personnel for
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Holland, Mich.
Matthew Rumpsa ’80 is the supervisor for sales
Lion Southwyck in Toledo, Ohio.
She earned her master's degree from the University
administrationfor Amway Corporation in Ada, Mich. Dale Zoodsma ’80 works for Bennett Management
of Michigan in 1927. She taughtfor several years in the
Lynne Schack ’80 Sanchez is an administrative
Company in Toledo, Ohio.
Milan, Mich, school districtand was acharter member
assistant for HNTB in Fairfield, N.J.
Kathy Brown ’81 is an associatepastor at Central
and past presidentof the local chapterof the American
Barbara Schang ’80 is a rehabilitation
socialworker United Methodist Church in Traverse City, Mich.
Association of University Women (AAUW).
at Grand Valley Nursing Center in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Lori Nevlezer ’81 DePointis attendingPacific Lutheran
Mrs. Comstock is survived by her husband, Edwin,
Ann Price ’80 Schutt is the marketing manager for
University in Tacoma, Wash. Lori will be receiving a
and severalcousins.
Info-Tronic Systems in Holland, Mich.
teachingcertificate in secondary music and math in May,
Eugene Damstra ’28 died on Nov. 9, 1985, in
Duncan Scott ’80 is a doctoralstudentat the University
1986.
Lebanon,Ohio.
Joan Forsberg ’81 works for Franklin Mortage
of South Carolina.
He had a medical degree from Northwestern
Timothy Shepard ’80 is a petroleum geologistfor
Company in Denver, Colo. Joan has just started her own
University.He practicedmedicine in Dayton, Ohio for
gourmet cooking company called Joan's Touch of Class.
Texaco in Denver, Colo.
35 years, and was a former chief of staff at Good
Christie Funckes ’80 Shippy is a research biologist
Karen Gruber ’81 is a sergeantin the U.S. Air Force.
Samaritan Hospital. He had also done short term
Karen is a linquist at Wheeler Air Force Base in Hawaii.
with Monsanto in Chesterfield,Mo.
missionary work in the Belgian Congo and in Liberia.
Barbara Pell ’80 Slotman is the administrativeassistant Ronald Moolenaar ’81 is doing an internalmedicine
Dr. Damstra is survived by two daughters, Norma
to the president and vice presidentof Sligh Clock &
residency at Butterworth Hospital in Grand Rapids,
Bylenga ’57 and Carla Edwards;a son, Bruce; nine
Furniture in Holland, Mich.
Mich.
grandchildren;a sister Vera Hayden ’36; and a brother
Daniel Wolf ’81 is an optometristat ChittickOptometric
Steven Smallegan’80 is the pastor of NooksackValley
Louis ’32.
Center in Paris, 111.
(Wash.)Reformed Church.
Harriet Schurman ’30 Emmons died on Oct. 7,
Betty Buikema ’82 Birner is working on her doctorate
Renata Smart ’80 is the residence directorfor
1985, in Holland, Mich.
in linguistics at Northwestern University.
Greystone House, Inc., in WappingersFalls, N.Y.
She had also attendedNew England Conservatory of
Daniel Snyder ’80 is the collectionsrepresentativefor Judy Lamse ’82 works at Pine Rest'sLife Enrichment
Music in Boston. She was a retired Holland (Mich.)
Center.
Daytons in Minneapolis, Minn.
Public School.teacher.
Timothy McGee ’82 is a sales representative
for Ortho
Karl Stegenga ’80 is a legislative assistant for Senator
Mrs. Emmons is survived by two sons, Mark '60 and
Pharmaceutical Corporation in the Gulfstream Division.
Dan Quayle in Washington,D.C.
Stuart '65; three grandchildren;and a sister Margaret
Mark
Schrier
’82
works
for
Johnson
and
Higgens,
David Stevens ’80 is doctoralstudentat the University
Shurman '33 Klokkert.
stockbrokers in New York City.
of Minnesota.
Harold Klaasen ’31 died on Oct. 30, 1985, in
Paul Voorhorst ’82 is a biostatistician in East
Zeeland, Mich.
Greenbush,N.Y.
He owned and operated the Klaasen Printing
Rich Burrell ’83 is a chaplain’saide at Hope College.
Company for many years. He retired in 1972 as a
He continues his work as youth directorfor Grant
at

a

He was an attorneywith Allin, Riggs & Fiencke in New

He was a senior industrial engineer for The Challenge

College in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Dree Ward ’80 owns the Myotherapy& Motion Center

Waupun, Wis.
Jeffrey Welch ’80

Laura Geitner’85 is a high school teacher and girl's
varsity basketballcoach at Tri-County High School in
Howard City, Mich.
Greg Heeres ’85 is a salesman for InsurAmerica
Corporation in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Chip Henry ’85 is the executive directorof the
Community ImprovementCenter in Holland. Mich.
LieschenSchrier ’85 works for the human resources
sector of General Motors Corporation in Flint. Mich.
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Christmas card fantasies

“Seeing” the First Christmas
by Harvey Heneveld ’69
Everyone familiar with the Christmas
knows that Joseph and Mary had to
travel from Nazareth to Bethlehem to be

can view, understand,and even recreate it
when necessary. If this were not so, generations of children could not have known and
enrolled in the tax census. We can see them
learned of Jesus’ birth by taking part in
arriving in the city of David late in the
Sunday School programs!
evening. Joseph is leading the little donkey
An example of the kind of pious conjecture
on which a very tired Mary is riding.
which has taken on the cloak of truth, in the
Desperate for a place to stay, Joseph pleads
popular mind, is the means by which Joseph
with the innkeeper for a room where Mary, and Mary traveled from Nazareth to
who has already begun labor, can give birth
Bethlehem. Everyone knows that Joseph led
in privacy to their first-bornson.
a littledonkey on which Mary rode ....
Finding no room at the inn, Joseph takes sidesaddle. Generations of artists, poets, and
Mary to a small bam nearby where the Christ
musicians not to mention Christmascard
child is bom. Soon shepherds and Magi begin companies — have shown us that is how the
to arrive. Knees are bowed and presents
couple traveled.
given as animals and visitorsalike gaze in
But the Biblical account says nothing at
silent wonder at baby Jesus. Joseph stands
all about their mode of transportation.Luke
with a protective arm around Mary who is
simply states: “So Joseph also went up from
graciously smiling and welcoming their
the town of Nazarethin Galilee to Judea, to
guests. And all of this is happening as angels
Bethlehem, the town of David .... with
sing, and the manger itself is bathed in a
Mary who was pledged to be married to him”
radiant shaft of light from a bright star
(Luke 2:4-5 NIV ).
directly over head.
Sorry friends, the donkey is pure conjecAh, the Christmas story! Sd simple, yet
ture, an invention of our imagination.I’d
so beautiful.For 2,000 years it has inspired
rather suspect that riding a donkey while nine
poets and painters, musicians and theolomonths pregnant would not be the easiest
gians, historiansand plain folk like.youand
way to travel.
' me. We have only to hear the words, “The
The second most maligned person in the
First Christmas,”and instantly a picture of
Christmasstory is the innkeeper. Herod wins
it leaps full blown into our minds. We have
first place, of course, but the innkeeper
seen it so often, in city parks and art
comes in a close second. How could anyone
museums, on Christmascards and television
be so cruel, calloused, and insensitive!He
story

specials.

turned

Yet how much of what we “see” is an
accurate portrayal of the first Christmas?
What is fact? What is fiction? Centuriesof
imaginationand pious reverencehave
overlaid the known facts of that first Christmas until it is difficult to tell where facts end
and fiction begins.
Our desire to know — to fill in the blank
spaces left by the gospels, to complete the
picture so we can view it in our own minds
— has generateda lot of informationnot
contained in the Biblical account.Most of
this added information, although mythical in
nature, is quite innocent, an inevitable and
necessarycompleting of the story.
Some of it may be true. Some not. Some
is drawn from fairly reliable inferences.
Some is drawn out of thin air. All of it serves
the purpose of completingthe picture so we

birth. He turned a deaf ear to the pleading

away

him a room.
because
of the census and he was busy taking care of
paying customers. Greed prevented him from
opening a room for poor Mary and Joseph.
Surely the innkeeper deservesto be ranked
,

for closing his

door to Jesus, forcing him to be

bom

in the

cold winter’s night.

Was

completing of the story.

there an innkeeper who turned

away

the parents of Jesus though? Scripture does
not mention him.

known there was

From

filled with people

,

We

would not have even

an inn in Bethlehem

if

Luke

had not written these nine words: “there was
no room for them in the inn” (Lk 2:7 NIV).
Again, the picture of a mean-hearted innkeeper turning Joseph and Mary away is an
example of how the Biblical account has been

added information,

an inevitable and necessary

to give

and even Judas

this

although mythical in nature, is quite innocent,

a young girl in the throes of

Joseph, refusing
Bethlehem was

with Herod

Most of

to

the text itself it is equally possible

concludethat upon arriving at Bethlehem

and seeing the chaotic throng gathered in

and

around the caravan quarters — which is
probably what the inn was — Joseph simply
a

about any farm animals gathered around.

The

Bible simply tells us: “She wrapped him in
strips of cloth

and placed him

in.

a

manger”

(Lk 2:7 NIV).

tell

us these things. We have created

It is just as possible that the feeding trough
could have been out in the open. Our
experienceof cold climates where farmers
bring their animals inside to feed them during
the winter months colors our picture for the
setting of that first Christmas.But in warm
climates, and especially during the warm
season (shepherdswere staying with their
flocks outside at night, remember), it is not
at all certain that this feeding trough was
inside. Jesus may have been bom in the open,
under the stars!
One thing is for sure, the Magi were not
present that night. By the time they arrived,
the holy family was staying in a house (Matt.

2:11).

How many Magi

sidesaddle on a

TWENTY

They were wealthy enough

to give

expen-

sive gifts of gold, frankincense, and myrrh.

quiet

this picture.

pure conjecture, an invention of our imagination.I suspect that riding
donkey while nine months pregnant would not be the easiest way to travel. ”

us. Perhaps there were

five or ten.

Surely such prominent and wealthy men
would not have traveled a great distance
the innkeeper would not have been aware of
without the protection and aid of retainers
their presence nor of their need for a room. and servants. In all likelihood they must have
What about the picture of the Christ child
made up quite a retinue. Did they travel by
laying in a manger in a stable with animals camel? Your guess is as good as mine.
gatheredaround? The manger part is scrip- UnfortunatelyMatthew forgot to mention
tural. But nowhere do we read about it being
that too.
“in” a stable, bam, or cave; nor are we told
Then again, maybe Mary did ride to
avoided that location in preference for

doesn’t

is

Matthew doesn’t tell

place where they could be alone. If so, theh

A manger is a feeding trough for grazing
animals.Perhaps this manger was in an
animal shelter, and perhaps there were
animals gathered nearby. However, Luke

"The donkey

there three of them as tradition claims?

were there? We know
there was more than one because Matthew
refers to them as “they” (Matt. 2:9). But were

Bethlehem on a donkey and Joseph was
away by a mean-hearted,greedy
innkeeper. Maybe Jesus was bom inside,in
a stable with gentle animals gathered around,
and was laid in a wooden manger with soft,
sweet hay. Maybe there were just three
wealthy Magi who traveled by camel to offer
him their gifts. Maybe history’simagination
is correct and this is how it all happened. We
just can’t prove it from the scripturesthough.
In any case, the importantparts were all
recorded. Like the angel said: “I bring you
good news of great joy that will be for all
people. Today in the town of David a Savior
has been bom to you; he is Christ the Lord”
(Lk 2:10-11 NIV).
turned

Hallelujah!
The Reverend Harvey
Heneveld
of

is

a

graduate

Hope College

(1969) and Western
Theological Seminary
(1973). He

is

serving

Christ Community

Church in Canton,
Mich. a member of the
Reformed Church in
,

America.
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